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TO THE INHABITANTS
OF TUE

CQunti) of ^orfe*

Gentlemen,

As the subject of Parliamentary
Reform occupies at present so much of the
public

attention, I think I cannot oifer

any thing more

in season, than a selection

you
from

the statutes of the realm, with the opinions of

some of the
adorned
country

greatest

and

and wisest men who have

conducted

the

—comprehending,

our

of

affairs

I trust, a satisfactory

answer to the objections whicli have been raised

by

interested

Reform;

and ignorant men to

affording

to

all

its

tlie

cause of

advocates

opportunity of explaining their political

and shewing that a

total

a recurrence to our old
is

for the past

Except

for the

faith,

change of system, and

Constitutional Law,

absolutely necessary to secure to us

demnity

and security

" in-

for the future.

arrangement of the argu-

ment. Gentlemen, I can claim no credit
has been

my

sole

an

aim to

collect into

—

it

one focus

the scattered lights which all the Advocates of
A

2

;

Reform

liave

their influence

thrown over the parts to which
extended

and

;

if

the diffusion of

the important truths they have exhibited to
their countrymen, in a condensed form, should

have the

effect 1

experiment,

my

anxiously expect from the

labour will indeed be very

greatly overpaid.

Some
from

me

definition

may

perhaps be expected

of the appellation 1 have given to

the opponent of the Reformer.
"

Tory,"

I

—By

the

do not mean to allude to

word
those

men, who lament

timid, but well intentioned

the existence of abuses, and yet dread to incur

the risk they conceive they must run in any

attempt to eradicate them
think
Tbut

it

to

or to those

;

who

possible to remove the evil by degrees

those

whose doctrine

vernment must possess

UNDUE INFLUENCE
into' effect,

to

an
carry

it

is,

that

Go-

unlawful and
their

measures

and that an equal Representation

of the People,

is

neither

practicable nor

USEFUL.

Reform are now at issue
with what our modern Tories call Influence,
but what our more plain spoken forefathers
designated by the coarser name of Corruption.

The

To

friends of

strengthen the cause of the former, and to

guide the candid and honest enquirer into the
merits of the very important question

which he may shortly be

called

upon

upon

to decide,

The

has been the object I have had in view.
Constitution,

we

all

well know, has within itself

the means of quietly

correcting

the

abuses

which time and cunning have introduced into
it

—And

prevail,

as truth is great, so will she ultimately
if

the

languaga

of

Petition, the

and constitutional engine, be
universally used, with firmness and moder-

people's powerful,

ation.

Remember, Gentlemen, that Reform has
but one serious enemy to dread— all other foes
must, sooner or later,

fall

before the expression of

the public will, provided
cerity

it

be urged with

sin-

and temper; but she cannot survive the

own friends.
men associated

intemperance of her

Act then

like

est of all causes,

in the great-

and firmly resolve

no other arguments,

to resort to

in the great constitutional

struggle which appears to be approaching, than

those with

which you sincerely believe you-

have been furnished hy reason and by
Gentlemen,

it

has long been

truth.

my firm resolve

no active part in public affairs at the last
County Meeting, however, I was called upon

to take

;

a'^

vr

what was mjr

to istand forward, and to declare

opinion of the state of the country
the

and spoke with that frankness which,

call,

I trust,

always marked

Gentlemen,
ever has been,
save

my

IN

my

public

was then,

as

life.

it is

now, and

opinion, that nothing can

country from the

evils

with which she

Reform

THE Representation of the People.

—t promised,
cause
it

It

my

threatened, but a real and honest

is

I obeyed

;

all

same time, to lend the

at the

the assistance in

my

power, should

ever become an object of public consideration.

I have chosen this

ments known, and

mode

by

my

senti-

I trust tliat the friends

the measure will do
that

of making

me

of

the honour to think,

this publication I

have redeemed

my

pledge.

Sincerely hoping,

Gentlemen, that yousr

conduct at this important

honour

upon

yourselves,

crisis,

may

and prove

reflect

an ex-

ample to your country; 1 have the honour ta
subscribe myself,

Y^our most truly obliged.

And

devoted, humble Servant,.

Walter Fawkes.
Farnley-Hall, 1817

DIALOGUE

1.

»%^wv%^«»»v»%/%

^he English Consiitution—JVhat

— The
be

Covimojis

Structure—

its

—^What

"

I

a?id

actually

it

is its

is

what

—Horn secured
— What ought

Essence

House of ParliameyU

to

the Duration

of

its

Sittings

— Views of the Reformers.

acknowledge no rights or pretensions that are supposed to belong to that
creatme of modem innovation (the fungus of the rottenness, and decay,

and perversion of the Constitution)
such supposed rights

The

Constitution

I

— the Patron of a

Borovgh.—To

pay no respect whatever^I know them not—

knows them

not— The

King's Writ of

Summent

— All these, and every one of them, most clearly comviand, that Elcctioks
be Feee."— West Briton Newspaper.

knows them

not.

shall

TORY.

You

say you want a Reform in Parliament

are your projects

:

what

?

REFORMER.

—We

—

all we want
which
government
of
the
country,
is that share in the
and
to
by
our
constitution
;
we think, we are entitled

N^one

of which
sion,

!

we

owing

wish for nothing new

think ourselves not at present in possesto the abuses

which have by degrees crept

into the representation of the country.

—

—

8
TORY,

we proceed in our argument,

Before

I

should wish

have your definition of the English Constitution.

to

REFORMER.

Most
to be

its

willingly will I

essence.

—The

give you what I conceive

English Constitution then,

I

say, provides

That no man shall suffer punishment in any
way unless he be guilty of an offence known

1st.

to the laws.

That the property of no man shall be taken
from him in the shape of taxes, without his

2d.

consent; or in any way, except for a just cause
legally shewn.

These are the

How

served

?

Such,

liberties

of Englishmen.

— By a third provision.

That the people

3d.

and

rights and

does the Constitution say they are to be preshall

be represented in a

Commons House of Parliament.
we are told, is the Constitution

it

is

of

England

;

easy to perceive, that as far as regards the

safety either of the persons or property of the people,

must depend upon

all

the

people
1st.

this

— Whether the Members

Commons be or be not chosen by
themselves. The Reformers therefore say

House

of

That by the laws and

of

the

statutes of the realm,

the subject has settled in him a true and fun-

damental right of property, so that without hi»
consent it shall not be taken from him.
He shall not be compelled to contribute to any
2d.
tax, talliage, aid, or other like charge, not set

by
3d.

common

That

in

consent in Parliament.

Parliament

all

the whole body of the

realm, and every particular

member

thereof.

—

—

9
in

either

own

their

person or by representation, (upon
by the laws of this

free elections) are

realm supposed to be personally present.
4th.

That by the present state of the representation,
the subject's fundamental right of property is
openly violated— since it is a fact which cannot
be denied, that numbers are taxed by Parliament, who have no voice in the election of

Members

of Parliament.

of these propositions the Reformers
conceive they can establish by a reference to the

The

three

first

Common Law and

Land

the Statutes of the

COMMON LAW.
The

1st.

right of property being fundamental,

by the law of nature, of reason, and of God—Vid.
Locke on Govt. cap. 5. passim. Yorke's Law of
Forfeiture, p. 14, 15.
JO, 11,

12.— Philipp.

so by the
self,

—
— Blackstone,
ii.

Common Law

(as Sir

Edward

;

xii.

the

it

vol.

ii.

p. 2, 3, 4,

must be equally

Common Law

being

it-

Philipps has most truly told us)

grounded on, or drawn from the law of nature, of
reason, and of God, and therefore not mutable.
" Law is the perfection of reason implanted in
nature, which

commands what ought

forbids the contrary."

De

Legibus^

to

i.

be done, and

6.

" The laws which are instituted by Princes, have
the same origin, namely, from the rights of nature,
Bracton 1. i. c. 3.
otherwise, they are not just laws."

—

The

ablest commentators on the laws

stitution of

England accordingly never

upon the security which they

and Con-

failed to dwell

afford to the

fundamen-

one of their most distin-.
as
the strongest proof that
and
excellencies,
guished

tal right of property, as

they were founded in the principles of freedom.

—

10
"

2dly.

A

treatise

King
Henry

instruct the

6th,

young Prince

tion of his country

tutors

England" says Fortescue,

of

who wrote his celebrated
De Laudibus Legum AugUca, expressly to

(Chancellor to

—

in

now- a- days) " cannot

and Constituhave no such
pleasure make any

the laws

(Princes,

alas

at his

!

alteration in the laws of the land, for the nature of
his
it

Government

is

not only regal but political.

— Had

been merely regal^ he would have a power to

make

what innovations and alterations he pleased in the laws
of the kingdom, impose talliages and other hardships
on the people, whether they would or no, without
their consent, which sort of Government the civil
laws point at, when they declare " Quod principi

—

placuit legis hahet vigorem.^^

— But

with a king whose government

it is

much otherwise

because
he can neither make any change or alteration in the
laws of the realm, without the consent of the subject,
nor burthen them against their ztills with strange impositions
so that a people governed by such laws as are
made by their own consent and approbation, enjoy
their properties securely and without the hazard of
being deprived of them either by the king or any
" No nation ever formed themselves into
other."
a kingdom, by their own consent and compact, with
is

political,

—

any other view than this, that they might hereby enjoy
what they had against any danger and violence, in a
securer manner than before, and consequently they
would find themselves disappointed in their intention
if afterwards the king they had so set over them
should despoil them of their properties, which was 7wt
laziful for any of the community to do before such appointment made. And the people would be in a yet
more dismal state, in case they were to be governed

—

by strange and foreign laws

— more especially

if

those

—

— —

—

11
laws should

them

affect

in their

properties, for the

preservation of which, as well as their persons, they
it is plain,
to kindly government
power as this eou/d never originally proceed
from the people; and if not from them, the king can
have rightfulli/ no such power at all.
" In England, therefore, it is not laufid to take

freely submitted

;

that such a

awny another marCs goods

zcithout the

consent of the-

proprietor.

"

The king accordingly cannot

ject without

making ample

despoil the sub-

satisfaction for the

same

:

he cannot, by himsetf or his ministers, lay taxes, sub-

upon
make new

or any imposition, of what kind soever,

sidies,

He

the subject.

cannot alter the laws, or

ones, uithout the express consent of the whole kingdom in
Parliament assembled. These are the advantages of
that political mixed

England."
Cap.

ix.

By

government

Vide Fortescue de

xiii.

xiv.

L

which
audibus,

prevails

in

&c. &c.

xxxvi.

the Constitution

or

That which

Common Law

of

Eng-

once our own, cannot
be taken from us, or transferred into another's pos-

land therefore,

'*

is

session, without our consent, or deed, or lault."

Coke's Reports,
It

lib. 8.

f id.

Francis's Case.

was from the proof of these

authorities that

the learned judge from whose judgment I have copied

them, concluded, " That the

Common Law

of

Eng-

land settleth a freedom in the subjects, and giveth
them a true property in their goods and estates, so
without their consent, or implicitly by an ordinance which they consented unto by a common assent
rn Parliament, it cannot be taken from them nor their

that,

estates

makes

And as Chancellor Fortescue
one of the leadin? characteristics that di$-

charged."
this

12
i'lngmsh

Q.

political

—

from an absolute government So
i:s, that " For this purpose

Sir George Croke informs

the law distinguishes between bondsmen, whose es-

and pleasure, and freemen, whose property none may invade, charge, or
unjustly take away, but by their ozcn free consent.''''

tates are at their lord's will

So much

for the

Common Law.

STATUTE LAW.
" The policie and Constitution of this your kingidom, (said the House of Commons, when, by their
just and necessary petition to the first Stewart, they
•vindicated the rights and liberties of the land against
the encroachments of the royal prerogative) appropriates unto the Kings of this Realm, with the assent
of the Parliament, as well the sovereign power of
making laws, as that of taxing or imposing upon the
subjects' goods and merchandizes, as may not without
their consent be altered or changed.
This is the cause
that the people of this kingdome, as they have ever
shewed themselves faithful and loving to their kings,
and ready to aide them in all their just occasions, with
voluntary contributions so have they been ever careful to preserve their own liberties and rights, when
any thing hath been done to impeach or prejudice the
same. And therefore, when their princes, by reason
of their warres, or over great bounty, or any other
necessitie, have sett impositions, either within the
land, or upon commodities cither imported or exported
by the merchants, they have in open Parliament complained of it, that it was done without their consents
And thereupon never failed to obtain a speedy and
full redresse, without any claime made by the kings
of any power or prerogative in that point.
And
though the law of property be original and carefully
;

—

—

13
preserved by the

common

lawes of

this real me, whicli

are as ancient as the kingdome itselfe

mous

yet these fa-

;

and assurance

kin^s, for the better contentenient

of their lovini^ subjects, agre^'d that this old fundamental ri^ht should be further declared and established
by Act of Parliament." Wherein it is provided

—

'•

That no such

pie without their

Now

should ever be laid upon the peO'

c/iarges

common

consent.^''

and established"

RighC is " declared
by the following " Records" and

" Statutes of

Realm."

" This oldfutidampntal
this

58 Will

"

It

enactefi

is

—"

An,

I.

4.

That we

and firmly en-

will

Freemen of the entire monarchy of our realm of England, may have and hold

and grant, that

join

and possessions well and

their lands

from

all

nothing

all the

may he

free service,

exacted or taken

in

from

peace, free

them, beside their

which of right they ought

Magna
Enacts,

posed

in

unjust exaction, and from talliage, so that

Carta.

to

do to us, &c.'*

Article 12.

" That no scutage or aid shall be im-

our realm, unless by the

Common

Council of

our "realm."
f

Masna

Hen.

Carta.

3.

c.

xxxvii.

" For this our gift and grant of these liberties,
and of others contained in our charter of liberties of the

The Archbishops, Bishops, Abbots, Priors,
Freeholders, and others our subjects,
Knights,
Barons,
the fifteenth part of all their
us
unto
given
have
Forest,

moveables."

The

anti- reformers

lence of their

in

this country, in the

animosity, seem

to

have

lost all

vio-

com-

14
Kiand over themselves ; for during; the controversy
they have incautiously unmasked their principles in
such a manner as to excite the regret and astonishment
of every one who values the Constitution.

An

attempt has been

made

to prove, that at

the

Magna

Carta, only the King and the great
Barons were present, and that the people were not

signing of

An

to that invaluable instrument.

parties

assertion

which appeal's to be made in direct opposition to the
law of the land. For by the 25th Edw. I it is expressly declared, that Magna Carta was made by the
*'

Common

was made " Par
;''''

but

if

And

''^

is

it

still

by the 15th of Edw. III. that

farther declared,

la terre

realm.

consent of all the

Roi,

le

ses

it

Piers^ et la commoualte de

the assertion could have been sup-

still it would not have answered the
For Magna Carta was onVy a confirmation
of former charters, and of liberties and franchises
which the people had enjoyed, and were entitled to for
ages before. It contained but very few new grants,
but was, as Sir E. Coke observes, " For the most pard

ported by proof,

purpose.

COMMON law of the land.''

declaratory of the
ftot notice this

that

was scarcely worth

uotions of the party I
Jacobitical

I did

assertion for the sake of refuting

—such

while, but to

am

shew

it,

that 'the

combating, are completely

as were conceived by

James

I.

in

his ignorance of the true spirit of the English govern-

—

ment such as produced a civil war, when persisted
such as brought that unfortunate
in by Charles I.
monarch to the block such as drove another of the

—

ill-fated race

bound

to

from

resist,

—

his throne

who

— such

as every

country, and the liberties of

England

!

If

be proved that the people were not parties to
Carta, then

it

man

is

values the tranquillity of his

would immediately be argued,

it

could

Magna
that the

15
Englishmen, instead of being their inheritonly held by sufferance. The same language which James 1. used to his Parliament, " We
cannot allow of your style in mentioning your ancient

liberties of

ance,

—

are

and undoubted right and inheritance, but had rather
wished that ye had said, that your priveleges were derived from our ancestors and us." The famous protestation which this speech drew from the Commons, is,
or ought to be, too well known to every Englishman,
We are everlastingly told, that by
to be recited here.
the glorious Revolution we were delivered both from
•^he

of the Stewarts

doctrines and the dominion

but

;

upon us with an air of the
most confident assurance and they who are desirous
to bring them back, would have us believe that the
statute which declared their liberties to be the birth-

the former are returning

;

is not to be regarded or attended
return to the " Statutes."

right of Englishmen,
to

!— To

Edward

I.

An.

3.

c. v.

Westminster declares, " That
whereas elections ought to be free, the King directs
upon pain of grievous forfeiture (fine and imprisonment) see Lord Coke's note on this chapter, 2 Ins.
" That no great man, nor other person, by
p. 169.

The

statute of

force of arms, or menaces, or malice, shall disturb free
election."

^

The

original words being,

*'

^ ^Ut*

tier tions IJtibcnt cstrt fraunrl^es, \t

CtO

^ajti)

sous jsa grtljr foifetiire, (^ mil Jaute
itt autrt par potr Ue annts, \\t par
[malirt] wt liestiulje tre taire frauntj^

titttnt

Ijommt

electicin"

tlie

Mr. Christian supposes, that in
had only in view the

legislature

this

famous statute,

election of Sheriffs,

His reason

Coroners, kc.

House had not

is

Commons*

the

that

That there was,
however, previously a Representative Body, is clearly
proveable. See Lord Littleton's History of Henry II.
See also Larabart's Archeion, published 1635, page
257-8-9.
Sir Edward Coke also was of opinion that
then an existence.

the statute of Westminster extended to elections for

—

Parliament 2 Inst. p. 168. See also the important
preamble to the 8th of George III. c. 30. directly
referring to the statute of Westminster.

Edward
"

An.

I.

We have granted

25.

for us

C.

and our

to Archbishops, Bishops, Abbots,
folk of

and

Holy Church

to all

as

j

/.

also

heirs, as well

and other

Priors,

Barons,

to Earls,

no
manner

the commonalty of the land; that, for

business from henceforth,

we

shall take sutih

of aids, tasks, nor prises, but by the

the realm, and for the profit thereof."

common

—

assent of

c. I.

" For as much as divers people of our realm, are
in fear that the aids and taxes which they have given
as before time towards our wars and our taxes, of thei?'
own grant and good will however they were made,
might turn to a bondage of them and their heirs because they might at other times be found in the roll,
:

and likewise

for t^e prises

taken

throughout

our

realm by our ministers we have granted for us and
our heirs, That we will not draw any such taxes, aids,
or prises, into a custom, for any tlting that hath been
;

done heretofore,

by any

found:'— 25 Edw.

roll

or precedent that

" Moreover, we have granted
heirs, as

may

be

J. c. 5.

for us

and our

well to Archbishops, Bishops, Priests, and

other folk of the

Barons, and

Holy Church,

all the

as also

commonalty of the

to

Earls,

realm,

that

17
no business from bencefortli, we shall take any
by the common assent of the
realm, and for the common profit thereof."'

lor

aid, (axes, or prises, but

" Statntum de tallagio non

concedendo.''''

34. Edii). I.c.\.

"

No

imposed or levied by
zcill and assent
Earls, Barons, Knights?

taillage or aid shall be

the King^ or his heirs, without the good

of

Archbishops,

Bishops,

Burgesses, and other the Free Commons of the realm?''

Edzcard III.

"

Jin.

14.

c. i.

We

will and grant to the Prelates, Earls,
and Commons, Citizens, Burgesses, and
Merchants, that they shall not be from henceforth
charged to make any aid, or sustain any charge, if it
be not by common assent of the said Prelates, Earls,
Barons, and other great men, and Commons of the
said realm' of England, and that in the Parliament."

Barons,

Henry IV. An.

I.

Pari. Rot. No. 36.

A statute of Heory IV. declares, " That aUhough
by the statutes and customs of the kingdom in the
every Parliament, the people of every
county ought to be free to depute and chuse Knights
Yet the King (Ric. II.) to
to be in the Parliament

calling of

—

the end that he might

more

freely gain in Parliament

the elFect of his rash will, did often direct his
to

the Sheriffs, to

come

to the

Parliament as Knights of the

shire, cer-

King; whereby things />;ethe kingdom and hurlhensorne to the people

tain persons Teamed by .the

jndicial to

mandate

the end that they should cause to

were ordained,"

.

18
Henry IV. An.

" The people
and

indifferently^

7.

xIt.

c.

shall proceed to the election freely

notwithstanding any commandment or

request to the contrary."

Henry IV. An.

1.

c.

iii.

and

An. 39,

No. 21, 12.— Henry VI.

iv.

I.

tc.

" The Parliaments of the 21st of Richard II. at
Westminster, and that of the 38th of Henry VI. at
Coventry, are adjudged and declared void, and no
Parliament at all, but unlawful, yea devilish assemblies and ordinances
because, in the first of them,
;

the Commonsy
and custom^ but by the King's pleasure.
And, because the latter of them was unduly
summoned, by divers seditious and evil-disposed persons about the King and a great part of the knights
^f divers counties of the realm, and many burgesses,
and citizens, for divers boroughs and cities, appearing in the same, were named and returned and acsome of them
cepted without due and free election
without any election, by means and labour of the said
persons, against the course of the laws, and liberties
the knights were not daly elected by

according to

lazo

—

—

jof

the

Commons

of the realm."

James

I.

An.

1

.

c.

1

" As we cannot," (say the two Houses of Parliament to James the 1st, on his accession,) " too often,
or enough, so there can be no

means so

fit,

both to

express our unfeigned and hearty thanks, as in this

Court of Parliament, where all the whole body
and every particular member thereof,
cither in person, or by representation, (upon their own

liigh

of the realm,

free election) are, by the laws of this land, deemed to

be personally present.

19
Charles I. An.
''

No man

or yield any

withont

3.

c.\, and 10.

be compelled to make

shall, hereafter,

benevolence, charge, or tax,

gift, loan,

common

consent by act of Parliament.

King William's Declaration, for

" All

elections of Parliament

made with an

free, to be

the

restoring

— Art.

of England.

liberties

and

laws

18.

men ought

to

b«

without any

entire liherty,

sort of force, or the requiring the electors to choose
shall be

such persons as

the persons thus freely

opinion freely, upon

all

And, that
their
give
to
ought
elected,
them,
before
brought
matters
named

to them.

having the good of the nation ever before

and following in

And

sciences.

all

their eyes,

things the dictates of their con-

those Parliaments in which elections

and
composed of such

shall be carried h^ force or fraud, are not freely

chosen

legally

persons as
of; in

;

for they will be

evil councillors shall

which

all

their direction

hold themselves assured

things will be carried according to

and

interest,

without any regard to the

good or happiness of the nation."
Bill

of Rights,

Lastly, the Bill of

c.

8

Rights

— 13.
declares—"

That

Members

of Parliament ought to be free;
and " That, for the redress of all grievances, and
elections of

for the

amending, strengthening, and preserving of

the laws, Parliaments ought to be held frequently J"
it is burning
day-light, to
the old law " keeps not the word of

Surely, therefore,

prove, that

if

promise to the ear only,"

it

did intend to entail upon

the whole body of the realm, and every particular

member

thereof, the right, either in person, or

presentation, (and that

upon
B 2

their

own

by

re-

free election^

—

t6
Court of Parliament, in
was to be given. Could, howthe policy which dictated the laws, or the laws,

to be present in that high

which

—

their consent

ever,

which declare the policy of our forefathers, stand in
need of additional support, the most venerable authorities which the English name can boast are at hand
to give

it.

CHANCELLOR FORTESCUE,

Who

wrote

his treatise in the reign of

Henry

Vlth. deems this to be the peculiar excellence of
our laws " That they are not, like the laws of other
countries, enacted by the sole will of the prince, but

—

with the concurrent consent of the whole kingdom, by
" So that it is
their representatives in Parliament ;"
morally impossible," says he, " but that they must be

—

"

calculated for the good of the people."

must needs be

they are the result
of an hundred

man

;

Vid.

they

of

but of such an assembly as the

senate was of old

sons."

And

wisdom and prudence, since
not of one roan's wisdom only, or

full

— more

Ro-

than 300 select per-

De Laudibus Legum

Anglicc

—

1.

18.

p.

53, 45.

LORD BURLEIGH.
This great man declared, that England never
could be undone but by a Parliament.

MR. SELDEN,

A man whose stupendous

learning and transcend-

—

ent writings Lord Clarendon so justly extols Vid.
man, of whom Archhis life, vol. I. p. 30, 31.

bishop Usher said
boots

;" likens

—"

—A

That he was not

fit

an error in the election of

to carry his

members of

first concoction, which
whole
Vid. Nat. Bacon on
nutriment."
polls the
to the advertisement
(a
work,
according
Government,

Parliament, to an error in the

—
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editor, 1688-9) "the ground-work of which
was the great and learned Mr. Selden's, although Mr.
Bacon raised the superstructure." p. 70.

to the

LORD COKE
Praises the

" For that

it

statute

Vid. his note on

Election^

the

Westminster,

of

1st,

was a sure defence oi free and due
1.

W.

1.

2.

c. 5.

Ins. p.

169.

CHIEF JUSTICE HOLT
Declared, " That as the right which a man had to
vote at the election of a person to represent him in
Parliament, there to concur to the making of laws,
which were to bind his liberty and properti/, was a
most transcendent thing, and of a high nature— so
men ought to come in to vote freely ; that is,

that all

was

to support

man's vote

:

one party or the other, to deny any
by his consent, if such an action

— and,

before him, he would direct a Jury to

came

party refusing pay well for

K/g/«^"— Vid. Ashby

English

it

— for

v.

make

denying

it is

the
his

White; Lord Ray-

mond's Reports, 951.

JOHN LOCKE.
This great champion of the revolution says

" The supreme executive acts contrary to
when he either employs the force, treasures,

—

his trust,

or

offices^

of the society, to corrupt the representatives, and gain

them

to his purposes, or openly pre-engages the elec-

tions, and prescribes a choice of the electors, of

has,

by

solicitations, threats, promises,

such as he

or otherwise,

won

— and

employs them to bring in such
who have promised beforehand to vote, and what to
Thus to regulate candidates and electors, and
enact

to his designs

:

—

new model
up

the

the

way of elections what is
;

fountain

of

the

public

it

?

But

to cut

—and poison the very
security. — For the people

government by the roots
B 3

—

—

—
22-

having reserved

to themselves the choice

of their represent

as the Fence to their Properties^ could do

tatixes,

for

it

no other end but that they might always be freelif
chosen and, so chosen, freely actP Vid. Locke on
:

Governnaent,

—

Said,
is

its

222.

p. 2,

L ORD CAMDEX
*'

My

Lords, this doctrine

as old as the Constitution

support.

bly united

—

—

not new

is

grew up with

it

—

it

—

it iS'

Taxation and Representation are insepara-

— God hath joined

them

tiament can put them asunder.
is to

it

stab our vitals.

—My position
my

No

British

— To endeavor
is this, I

to

Pardo it

will repeat

This position
is founded on the laws of nature, For whatever is a
man's own, is absolutely his own. No man has a right
to take it from him without his consent, either expres-

it

I will maintain it to

last hour.

—
sed by himself ov hisRepresentative. — Whoever attempts
—

do it commits an injury. Whoever does it commits
a robbery he destroys distinction between Liberty and
Slavery.'''
Vid. Lord Camden's Speech, on American

to

—

Taxation.
MR. JUSTICE BLACKSTONE

Says,

— " The

Commons

consist of all such

men

of property in the kingdom, as have not seats in the

House

of Lords

— every one of which has a voice

in

Par-

liament, either personally, or by his Representative.

In a free state, every

ought

in

man who

some degree

is

supposed a free agent,

to be his

own governor, and

therefore a branch, at least, of the legislative power,

should reside in the whole body of the People."
stone's Commentaries, Vol.
I

trust that

L

Black-

p. 158.

enough has been said

to

shew of

"whatstuflT' those doctrines are made, by which metaphysical jugglers would cheat us of our English birthright.

— For

in tlie

noble remains which have been

23
handed down

to us of our fathers' days, there is the

fullest proof, that

it is

no doctrine of the present day,

struck out at an heat; but the genuine interpretation

~

which those who best knew and loved the Constitution
were wont to put upon it. If it be a true maxim that

—

the voice of the people
the

is

the voice of

Parliaments

—

in the

annals of our history

of our laws and government

;

—

—

in

then has

and Free
the spirit

in the records of our Par-

— and the opinions of our most eminent
—received a sanction as high as moral truth can

liaments

zens

God

Coustitulional Policy of Free Elections^

in

receive from

Now

citi-

human authority.
we hear, that

however,

it is all cant to talk
of the superior virtue of the " olden time^ It is true

—

corruption

may have been

practised to as

extent at the Revolution as in our time.

great an

But then

the great principles of public virtue and love of country

had " mouth-honor"

at the least,

and corruption,

if it

did exist, was driven from society like a guilty thing,
to dwell in shades

and darkness.

—

It

dared not, as

in this

and stalk at
high noon-day through the land.
What would the
Hydes and the Falklands, the Jekyls and the Lechthe men who prosecuted Mainwaring for
raeres, say
putting the king above the law ?
(See Rushworth, Vol.
I. p. 585, 594 the speech of Lord Fakland in particular)
the men who impeached Sacheverel for denying that
a breach of the original contract by the king absolved
the subject from his allegiance ? (See the speeches of
Sir John Jekyl and Mr. Lechmere, StateTrials, Vol. 5, p.
651, 656) were they to rise from the dead and be told,
that " to disturb free election" and " debauch the Parliament,^^
were practices, not actually guilty, i\oi even
degenerate age, unblushinjlyrear

its crest,

—

—

—

;

—

—

presumptively du7igerous,

— Can we

h\it really beneficial f

picture to ourselves their astonishment and disgust.?

—
24
It should

be recollected, that

it is

the veneration of

the people for their Consitution, that has so often saved
it.

— The Norman

Robber and

they conquered the

England.

soil,

his

followers,

— They mutilated, but they

guish them.

could not extin-

— The People never ceased to
and

though

never conquered the laws of
petition for

remembrance,
until the quarrels of their oppressors gave them a
golden opportunity, and they won back at Runnymede
what they had lost at Hastings. When afterwards the
Priesthood caballed to foist in slavery by interpolating

their restoration,

the

Common Law,

they

knew .was

to cherish their

with a code whose very genius

arbitrary power;

it

was

this loyal spirit

that defeated the intrigue, and seasonably and coura-

geously answered, " That the laws of England should
not be changed."— (Pari, of Merton. A. D.

1236—

—

20 Hen. 3. c. 9.) And it was this, that told the misguided King, who, at the instigation of evil councellors,
sent his mandate to the Sheriffs, that they should not
permit any Knight of the county to be chosen to the
Parliament, but such as the King and his council
should appoint " That the Commons would keape
their old customs, which will, that the Knights be appointed by the Commons."
(See 10. Richard II.

—

And

Whitelocke, on the King's

Writ.— Vol.

1. p.

383.)

DURATION OF PARLIAMENTS.
Having discussed the construction of our Parliaments, we must now consider their duration. Should

—

they be annual, triennial, or septennial

That they should be

ANNUAL,

?

the principles of

the Constitution, of Expediency, and of Justice,

all

point out.
If

PRINCIPLES OF THE CONSTITUTION.
to know what our ancestors considered

we wish

a.Parliament's Constitutional duration,

we have

only

to

open the statute book of the

Edward

the III. where

we

of annual Parliaments, which
tution of the country,

Now

two

contend

I

in

touching Parliaments

themselves,

shew the Constitution

in respect of

n the first of these years

Parliament

—

down

was intended

to

them.

" That

was accorded,

it

right.

Magna

of

doctrine there laid

that the

proof,

is

1

the Consti-

is

and the subjects' inherent

Carta having been apart of the work

of

years

acts in tavor

both these cases, a confirmation

in

here

36b.

4b.

shall find

a Parliament shall be holden once every year, or more

ifneedsbe.— The words

are:

"

CSt 3-

(iJltSemrilt

parlement soit ttmi t\^t^tm\ :my
une fxiit^, on plus 01 mtstitst snit/* 4 E. III.

rortjt

c.

cf

14, 15.

And
ment

in the

2d

was enacted

it

:

— " That a Parlia-

shall be holden every year, as another time

ordained by statute."

meinttiiance

— The words are

*^
:

3^1^111

was
pi%

l3ts tsiU artirlrs tt tstatat^ ^t

rrtrtsstr tribges nttsr^ttfs tt grebancrg q
beitptntt ^t imx tn autr\ soit t^lnnnit

tenut

t{)t%t\xxi

p^

an

si

tirtrdsne
The words of the two
liament,

viz.

Parliament,"

autrtfDtt^ estjott
c.

x.

statutes of E. III. are,

not a part, a fraction, a session

whole Parliament
statute

comt

tstatut/* 36 E. Ill,

;

and

aPar-

— but

a

"

A

in this sense the phrase,

in contradistinction to a session, is in

book used

the

to this day.

Blackstone says,

— " That though by the statutes
bound

to convoke a Parliament
need be, yet that be is not or
ever was obliged by these statutes to call u new Par-

of E. III. the king

is

every year, or oftener

if

liament every year, but only to permit,
pression in a free country) a Parliament to

(a pretty
sit

ex-

annually

26
for the redress of grievances,

How

ness."

and the dispatch of busH

JSlackstone could have given

this

opi-

must have known,
those days Parliaments were convened

quite surprising. Because he

nion

is

that

when

in

twice or thrice, or even four times, within the year,

was

SPEAKER

NEW WRIT— that

by a
was invariablj/ chosen.

invariably

And

a

it

NEW

that conse-

quently, by those statutes, the king was obliged to call a

NEW PARLIAMENT
This

is

every year!

not merely

apparent,

from the mere

issuing of the writs, but also from their contents.

new Parliament was convened

A

meet for the purpose
of consulting on " the great and weighty aSairs which
occasioned the summons." Having dispatched the
same, which rarely took many days, there was no
longer any cause of continuance, and the Parliament
was of course dissolved for prorogations were not
then invented,nor for many ages afterwards. Henceitis
to

;

clear, that in the ideas of our fore-fathers, Parliaments

a constitutional duration were annual sessional
Parliaments, for none else could have entered into the
imaginations of the framers of those statutes.
of

In the 16th year of the reign of Charles I. an act
•was passed " For preventing inconveniences by ^long
intermission of Parliaments," by which

it

was pro-

vided that a Parliament should meet every three
But to shew that this was a compromise and a
years.

—

deviation from the principle of the Constitution ; when
the King upbraided the Parliament with the favour he

had done them in passing the Triennial Act they re" That it was not so much as by Law they could
" The
require, there being two statutes in force, viz.
4b. and 36b. of E. III. for a Parliament once a year."
Among the grievances complained of by Mr. Pym,
;

plied,

in his speech at the opening of the

Long

Parliament,

27
one was

— " The interruption

to the statute"

year."

to be called

onc^a

—" An interruption which," adds Mr. Pyno, "

the main cause ot

remedy."

give

of Parliaments contrary

— "whereby they are
all

is

the mischiefs to which Parliaments

— See

Rushworth,

Part

8.

Vol.

1.

page 23.

The

Triennial Act of the 16b. of Charles

I.

was

repealed the 16b. of Charles II.

In the year 1681, Charles II. justified his dissoOxford Parliament in a Royal Declara-

lution of the

which was made public not only through the
by the official in every parish church in
England.
This was encountered by Sir William
Jones, in a pamphlet called "A just and modest vindication of the proceedings of the two last Parliaments." This answer sets forth with an assertion,
*'
That all good men were equally amazed and surprised at the unlooked-for dissolution of two Parliaments." " It acknowledged that our Kings were entrusted in a great measure with the power of calling
and dismissing Parliaments."
But it also suggested, " That by the wisdom of
our ancestors it was provided that Parliament should
he annual."— See Ralph's History, Vol. 1. p. 583.
The Convention Parliament, which accomplished
the Revolution, met in February, 1689, and continued

tion,

press, but

—

for the remainder of that year.

— The succeeding Par-

King William,
without the smallest regard to any " Constitutional
duration," or to the phrase " Frequent Parliaments,"
liament met in March, 1690, which

in the Bill of Rights,

continued for four years.

One

year before their dissolution they passed the Triennial
Act, purporting to enable the Crown to keep together
the same Parliament for any term not exceeding three
years.

—
28

to

AVhat meaning, however, our ancestors affixed
Frequent Parliaments," may be col-

the term "

lected,
1st, From a pamphlet published at the time by
Whigs, called " An enquiry, or discourse between
a }eoman of Kent, and a knight of the shire, upon the
prorogation of Parliament," in which the knight of the

the

shire, after premising, that

meet

oj'

according to the Ancient

of this kingdom.

Constitution

course twice every year,

Parliaments were to

and that we had posi-

made

tive laws for annual Parliaments, is

very words

me

— "1 must confess

more, to concur with our King

restore our parliaments, than

to use these

nothing prevailed with
in \\\s pretensions to

my own knowledge that

the late civil wars in this kingdom, and the subversion
of our religion, laws, and liberiies,

occasioned by

the

powers usurped

were principally
in

several late

reigns, to refuse the calling of successive Parliaments,

continue the same Parliament for many years,
form them into a compliance with their designs
When 1 read the solemn and reof despotic power.
peated assurances that his majesty gave us " That
his designs of coming into England, was to remove
from the administration of the Government, those evil

and

to

and

to

—

ministers that had promoted the murders and treasons

committed

in

attempting to set up an arbitrary power

over the people and their parliaments."
And also heard him desire the Parliament "

make such an
laws and
invaded."

liberties, that

I

To

effectual provision for their fundamental

they might never be hereafter

ANCIENT

and LEGAL
PARLL^CHOSEN
ANNUALLY

thought the

COURSE of
MENTS would

have been immediately restored, and

the strongest fence

made

for that Constitution that the

wisdom of the kingdom could have enacted.
Ralph's History, Vol.

2. p. 415.

— See

!
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who was

Swift,
to

understand the

as well (jualified as any

recited statutes

of

man

E. HI. aud

judge of Triennial ParHarnents, for he was connot only
temporary with them from first to last
to

;

construed those statutes as the reformers do, but held
annual parliaments almost in religious venero.iion. "1
adore," said he, "the wisdom of thatGothic Institution,
which made Parliaments ANNUAL. And, I am confident,

our liberty can never be placed on a firm
is restored
till "that ANCIENT

LAW"

foundation,

among

us."

After an existence of 23 years, this Triennial

Parliament discovered, i\idli\iQ lengthening of Parlia_
ments " had proved very grievous and burthensome,

by occasioning much greater and more continued expences, in order to electing of

— " Aud

Parliament"

more

members to serve in
and lasting; heats

violent

and animosities among the subjects of this realm, than
ever were known before." But instead of recurring to
the ancient law, and its short Parliaments, as the
most obvious cure of the evils complained of, they,
with singular effrontery, and in direct contradiction to
their

own reasoning

giving

in the preamble, pass an Act, for
subsequent Parliaments a continuance for

all

—

seven years. Such was the Triennial Parliaments*
foul and treacherous exit

In
violation

the

debate upon the

Septennial

Bill,

the

of the ancient law was again admitted by

speakers on both sides the question. Lord Dorset,

who

supported the measure, said, " That the Triennial
Act was a tiezv law, and an alteration of the old Constitution /"
*'

—

And Lord Trevor, who opposed it, said,
That he looked upon the Triennial Act as a part of

our ancient Constitution, according to which, frequent
and even annual Parliaments were held." See Tiudal's

—

History, Vol.

4.

p. 491.

—

;

'SO
or three years' dura-

Thus Parliaments of seven
lion, are as unconstitutional as

of seven or three score.

Parliaments would be

—After the fundamental error

of violating a principle,

all

habitual deviation blunts

beyond

all

mere degree

is

sense of rectitude, and

one deviation always becomes a plea for another.
is no safety but in resisting the primary viola-

There

tion, or

bringing back things to their

WITH REFERENCE TO

first principles.

JUSTICE.

country entering upon his inheritance, equally in property and liberty^ (that is the
power of exercising the elective franchise,) as soon as

Every one

in this

the period of his minority has expired,

it is

evident

and prevents
the due season, must be contrary

that any practise that militates against
this

enjoyment, at

to the principles of the Constitution,

of duration be violated.

have duration for three years or
teen or for seventy, the violation
all

if

Then whether

the principle

a Parliament

for seven, for sevenis

alike unjust

the difference will be only in the degree.

;

For

MORE

and
if

a

ONE

Parliament have continuance for
than
YEAR, then all those who, since the last preceding

have attained the legal age, though they are
full enjoyment of their PROPERTY,
are yet denied the exercise of the ELECTIVE
FRANCHISE— That most valuable legacy of theuelection,

admitted to the

fathers

—That sacred right— That privilege upon which

SECURITY of their PROPERTY
SONAL LIBERTY entirely depends

the

and

PER-

!

WITH REFERENCE TO EXPEDIENCY.
It has

human

been found expedient yearly

to regulate all

concerns, public, as well as private

to legislate

—annually

to tax

— annually

—annually

to settle ac-

;

31
counts
lie

—and we know such

is

the noagnitude of the pub-

business, that a considerable portion of each year

is

—

now required for the labours of legislation Hence,
we are taught, that to be provided against all contingents, the duration of Parliaments ought to be annual

but at the same time, our
us, that

common

sense points out to

without any use, there might be great danger,

were they of longer continuance. If the representative
continue faithful, he might, and naturally would, be
repeatedly re-elected. If he became unfaithful, surely,
it were a monstrous doctrine to maintain, that he
should nevertheless continue to represent a community
he had betrayed. So far, therefore, as expediency is
concerned, it is clearly against any but ANNUAL

—

PARLIAMENTS.
PRESENT CONSTITUTION OF ENGLAND.
Does the Constitution of England, as we have
it

accord with the description I have
confirmed by positive statutes, and the

at present,

given of

it

?

men that England
knew
Are the people fairly represented or
Have they a free and indifferent choice ? That

opinions of the best and wisest

ever

not
is

?

?

the great and only question.

Now

to

prove that such a number of members

as form a decisive majority of the

House

of

Com-

mons, are not returned by the popular choice, recourse
may be had to the highest authority ; for in the records
of Parliament it is clearly articulated, and evidence
tendered to prove the fact at the bar.
1.

That 84

individuals do, by their

send 157 members

own imme-

and that 150
more are returned by the recommendation of 70 pow-

diate

authority,

erful individuals

only 154,

who

;

making the

total

;

number of patrons

return in the whole 307 members.

—

;
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See the petition praying
ment,

for a Reform in ParliaHouse of Commons by a
themselves " The Friends of the Peo-

presented to the

society calling

ple,"

May

If

we

6th, 1793.

consider

tlie

slate of the representation in

another point of view, so as to take in the members
for counties, and largi cities and towns, enjoying

we shall find that 294
members, being a majority of the members for Engand
lajid and Wales, are chosen by 15,000 persons
reckoning the male adults of the kingdom no higiier
the right of popular election,

;

than 3 millions,
majority of the

we

find that the electors by

House

of

Commons

is

whom

a

chosen, do not

exceed the two-hundredth part of the adult male poThus 154 persons, forming the borough
faction, may, by combining, sap the very foundation
Is not the existence of such an
of the government.
pulation.

oligarchy dangerous

Another

?

test to try the fact of influence

Mr. Dunning made

:

—When

motion respecting the increase
of the influence of the crown, Mr, Jenkinson said,
" Prove that the peerage has been augmented, and I
will allow you, that, in that degree, you shew such
increase."

Of

his

Here then we take our stand

the 154 borough patrons in

1793, 71

were

more have been created since
making a total of 86 peers, who are borough patrons,
being more than one-half the peerage in 1784, and
then peers, and

15

it now stands.
Thus the borough faction commands a third
House of Peers, and a majority of the House

nearly one-third as

the

of
of

Commons;
Turning

out,

and keeping

pleasure, the minister of the day.

in,

at their will

and

——
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THE REFORMERS.

VIF.U S OF

The
tions

;

friends of

Reform crave no

but to improve, where to improve

By

fanciful altera-

they propose not alteratiuas tending; to abolish
is

perpetuate.

to

repairing and widening the base of our political

would strengthen the edifice, and add to
symmetry. Full well they know that our system
contains within itself the ])ower of correction, by safe,
They demand no
legal, and Constitutional means.
fabric, they

its

specn/atite expedients

their only

;

aim

is

to invigorate

that branch of our Constitution, which, from the inces-

sant alteration in

human

affairs,

co-operating with an

extensive change in manners, and the nature of pro-

be grown quite inefficient to
Their only prayer is, to be remitted
the
to the ancient right of the English Commons
perty, they conceive to
its

original uses.

—

right of being represented in full, free, aiid frequent

Parliaments.

History, they say, exhibits, and so long

predominant impulse of
man, ever must exhibit, abundant and indu-

as self continues to be the
action in

bitable evidence, that

among

commuiiiti/ of interest

with those they pretend to re-

present,

all

legislators not feeling a

idea of a public trust will be lost in pri-

vate considerations.

This

identiti/

of interest

a participation of the people

But

it is

only to be obtained by

is

in their

government.

impossible for the individuals

who

col-

any extent, to express
To contrive some orderly method
their will in person.
of learning the sense of the people, was the grand
desideratum of ancient times how to condense the

lectively

compose a

state of

;

gathered wisdom and feelings of a nation,
discovery of modern

Europe

is

the noble

in political science.

Those functions which the people are unable

to exer-

;

.

S4
else hy their special interposition, they now can perform mediately by a temporary delegation of their au-

thority

In a legislature of which a just representation of
the people forms a constituent part, a real connexion
is

made

between the legislators and the sub-

to subsist

The assembly is identified
In such a one, law can never lapse

jects of their legislation.

with the people.

into oppression, or taxation be

wound up

into legalised

rapine.

These are immutable tenets
Reformers.

and

selfish

in the creed of the
Their only aim is to banish all partial
views from the mansion of legislation, and

to create an identity of interest between the governors

and
is

the gover)ied

:

feeling

satisfied,

that,

when

this

the case, no measure can ever be carried through

parliament that

is

again be driven to
tous

not stamped with the sanction of

approbation

national

mode and

that the country

:

make

its

will

known by

never

will

the circui-

uncertain issue of county meetings and

when the county must either insense to the acts of the highest constituted

general associations,
terpose

its

authority in the state, or remain quiescent spectators

of their

own

ruin and their country's disgrace

mons and

—a

pair

House

a petitioning people^

full of conjidence

when

— who vote thanks

upon them

the nation

when

for impeachments

is

of

:

that

ComCommons

they will never see again an addressing House

ol'

plunged

in des-

the public opinion calls

— who

are eager to grant,

Avhen the public voice calls upon them for account

and who,

in all

disputes, prefer the minister to their

In our Constitution, a monstrous, dangerous, and unnatural state of things.

constituents.

The

object of

ilie

Reformers

remedies to acknowledged abuses

to

apply practical

and

in the applica-

is
;

S5
tion of these remedies, to be guided by the principles
of the Constitution, and the practice of our ancestors.

They

consider the present practice of seat

selling',

and borough-patronage,

borough-representation,

to

be abuses, disowned by the Constitution, disgraceful
to morality, and destructive to true liberty, by setting
ministers above the intluence of public opinion.
It is
their opinion also, that the

enormous expences

sent attending contested

elections,

which requires a remedy, as

power of men of

it

puts

at pre-

another evil

is

it

out of the

n^.oderate fortunes to contend with

who can squander large sums of money, thereby
tending to throw the counties, as well as the boroughs,

those

into the hands of the aristocracy, or those of the min-

who has the command of the public purse
They wish too to see the duration of parliaments

ister,

shortened,

their present continuance makes the
a great measure independent of their
constituents, and renders public opinion of no avail.

members

as

in

And lastly, they wish to see that general principle of every free state really acted upon
That those
:

who

bear their share of the burthens of government,
ought to have a voice in the framing of the lazes by

which they are governed.
The immense power acquired by a combination
of separate forces,

is

a lesson to

the political econo-

them to unite the greatest quantity of
the elements composing a good government, which
can be collected together; and as wisdom m council,
mists, teaching

is

one of the essentials to a nation's welfare,

evident that that system
dantly supplied with

the best that

is

this

is

it

is

most abun-

salutary principle.

The

framers of the British Constitution were alive to this
conviction, or a fortunate coincidence of circumstances provided that, which disinterested love of counc 2
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try

would have dictated and established.

The

repre-

sentative system, like a circle of light converging to

the centre, collects the rays of intelligence from the

whole circuit of the kingdom into the House of Commons, and in proportion as they are obstructed or extinguished, obscurity and darkness prevail. To this
condition the country is now reduced ; instead of the
people advising and checking the executive through
the medium of a pure representation, a few individuals,
usurping the power of the people, select the majority
of those

who

are to stand between the king and the

subject, in defence of the public rights

;

and even

in

those instances where somewhat more of the Constitution

is

preserved in form, the least enlightened of

the people enjoy most of the privilege, and

their

award

pas-

is

solicited at the

sions, rather than

avenues to their

demanded

basest

at the seat of justice

and

reason.

The

question then

is

now come

to this, Shall a

system, fraught with abominations of every kind, be
suffered to continue

people, I trust,

Avill

any longer
No!

declare,

?

The voice of the
The spectres which,

on every assertion of Constitutional rights, haunt the
feverish and self-condemned conscience of corruption,
cry aloud, that

it

ought not

—while

those

who

look

for direction in all their worldly affairs to Providence,

do well to consider, that to countenance a system
which commences ii> bribery and perjury, and is fostered throughout by corruption, can never be considered as " Obedience to God."
It is not the object of the English Reformers to
inculcate the wild and visionary doctrines of equality,
or to promise to the ignorant that power which nature
intended for the wise; but it is their aim to persuade
the people to seek to resume those political privilege*
will
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they are entitled

by the spirit and letter of their
which are now usurped by a
faction, which at once fetters both the monarch and
the subject keeping the former without the power of
choosing his servants from the general mass of intellect which the nation offers to his choice, by obliging
him to consult parliamentary influence and restraining the latter from employing their natural and Constitutional check upon the monarch, by prohibiting
them from bringing his ministers to justice, when

—
—

Constitution

to,

privileges

—

they find their interests neglected, or their cause betrayed.

The Reformers

of England proclaim that those

principles are hourly violated, which their ancestors

established with so

which they upheld,

much

industry and

in the closet

—principles

toil

and the dungeon,

in

the senate, the field, and on the scaffold.

And finally, they call upon every county, city,
town, and hamlet, in the British Empire, to apply the
electric influence of a simultaneous expression of their
will, to

restore that paralytic

politic (the

and

its

member

of the

Representation of the People) to

vigour.

c 3

its

body
power

DIALOGUE

II.

VIRTUAL REPRESENTATION.

**

Ideridemany of the

SENTATION,
William Jones,

VIRTUAL RE PRE.
ACTUAL FOLLY."—S'^cccA of Sir
at the London Tavern, May 28tfi, 1783.
fashionable doctrines— that of
I

hold to be

TORY.

Your argument appears to me to be a fallacy.
Election and Representation do not ^o hand in hand
I conceive.
are told by Lord Coke, and all other

We

writers

on Parliament, and

of summons, that

it

— " Though

appears from the writ
one be chosen for any

particular county or borough, yet

he serves

That

for the
is,

when he

is

returned

whole realm."

he puts

off his private character,

raised above the particular interest which placed
in his

new

situation, he is

and,

him

emancipated from the repre-

sentation of a particular district,

and

left free to

pursue

the general interests of the whole realm.

KEFORMER.

Thus you say the people are
But what do you mean
What
?

virtualli/
is

represented.

a virtual represen-

;

40
tative

?

— He

is

a person

who

not a representative,

is

power to act as one. Is not this
However, to prove that it is, submanifestly absurd
Does the
stitute the word delegation or deputation.
and yet

lias

the

?

man who
any one
liberty

How

is

to

virtually, not actually represented,

make

depute

those laws for him, which affect his

and purse

?

None

— for

he has no suffrage.

he then represented according to the princi-

is

ples of the British Constitution

?

Just as well might

Roman Tyrant have urged that his subjects were
represented. — He was Augur and High Priest; the
a

he
religious state was therefore represented by him
was Consul and Dictator; thus the civil and military
states were represented by him he was Tribune of the
People therefore the popular branch was represented by him. What would have been the next deducWhy, that his Slaves were Freemen
tion ?
" It is material to us," says Mr. Burke in another
place, " to be represented really, and bona fide ;scnA not
in forms, and types and shadows, and fictions of law.
The great right of election was not established merely
as a mailer of forrrij to satisfy some method and rule of
technical reasoning it was not a principle which
might substitute a Titius or a Marius, a John Doe or
a Richard Roe, in the place of a man specially chosen
;

:

;

!

—

not a principle just as well satisfied with one man as
It is a right, the effect of which is to give to
another.
the people that man,

and

that

man

only,

whom, by

their voices, actually, not constructively, given, they de-

know, esteem,

and trust. This
right is a matter within their own powers of judging
and feeling, not an ens rationis, and creature of law ;
nor can any thing substituted in the place of such an
actual choice, answer in the least degree (to that of)
clare that they

love,

—
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the end of representation."
tejits.

Thoughts on the Discon-

P. 304, 305.

" In

this

high court of Parliament (says the pream-

James I. c. 1.) ail the whole
body of the Realm, and every pakticular imember
thereof, either in Person or by Representation (upon
their own free elections) are supposed to be personally present." Here then the Right of the Nation to be
ble to the First Statute of

—

Represented is recognized. This can only be effected
in one of two ways
either octually or virtually. If our
ancestors had meant only to recognize a virtual repre-

—

il would have been sufficient if the statute
" That in Part the whole body of the realm
are deemed to be personally present; either in person,

sentation,

had

said,

or by representation."

the sentence

tells us,

Now,

with the additional words,

not only that the whole body of

the realm are deemed to be in Parliament by reprebut every particular member thereof per-

sentation

—

sonally, or

in his

personal right by representation.

Now,

are these words to be considered as a mere
surplusage? Is there no difference between the proposition, that the nation has a right to be present in Parliament as a corporate body, and that which affirms

that every individual of that nation has a right to be

there present in his personal capacity?

sentence has different meanings

—

If then this

without the additional w ords, it would affirm the right to a virtual representation, which is our opponents' proposition
if,

and if, with the words, it would declare the riffht to an
actual Representation, which is our principle; and if,
in fact, these words are a part of the statute; then must
the inference be in our favour

—then

our ancestors

meant to do that, w hich in point of fact they have done,
by this memorable statute— assert the right which
the people of England have, by their Constitution and
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laws, to a REAL and virtual Parliamentary Representation.

your idea, that a member of the House of
Commons is emancipated from the represent:ition of
his particular districi, the moment he is chosen, it is
contradicted by the very authority you have brought

As

forward
that a

for

to

support

member

it.

of the

Lord Coke never could mean
House of Commons can be com-

pletely emancipated from

constituents

— since

all

controul on the part of his

he says, (Institute

4,

11

)

"Of

old this was the answer of the Commons, when any
new device is moved on the King's behalf, that they
dare not agree without conference

Sydney

also

zcith their counties.''^

says, — " Many

in

all

ages,

and

sometimes the whole body of the Commons, have retill they had consulted those
who sent them." The Houses have been oiten adjourned to give them time to do it; and if this were

fused to give their opinion

—

done more frequently, matters would probably have
gone better in Parliament." See Discourses on Government,

c. 3,

s.

38.

But however, should these authorities be deemed
In
insufficient, we can come still closer to the point.
the earliest writs of summons, the particular business for
which the Parliament was to assemble was stated, that
the people, in sending their attorney or representatives,
might know how to instruct him. So far, in those

—

was each member from considering himself the
virtual representative of the whole community, that
we find, when the representative of any particular
place had transacted the business of his constituents,

times,

he frequently

left

the Parliament, though

much

of the

public business remained unfinished.

Let us however finally appreciate your virtual
representation, by its attention to what is most dear.

—

and most valuable, amongst men— the enjoyment of
TKEEDOM and PROrEUTY.
On the first head. Let it suffice to cast a retrospective glance on the conduct of the majority of the
House of Commons, when the question of the lega-

brought before it, early
from arbitrary seizure our persons and our papers was the important question. Did they come to any declaratory
general warrants was

lity of

in the present reign

— Should they defend
?

vote favourable to the Constitutional rights of their
and constituents ? No by a mean,

—

fellow subjects

but adroit subterfuge, they escaped indirectly from
the subject. A few months afterwards the Court of
King^s Bench adjudged general warrants to be toid and

See

illegal!

Money

r.

Leach,

3. JB^^rr.

1742.

Rep.

Blackstone' s Rep. 555, 5 c.

however, you will perhaps tell me, that the
House of Commons has frequently deferred to the
Still,

— But how

Allow me to ask you
upon which of its decisions do you found your arguments
The continuation of the American war, for
years after the country had expressed its abhorrence
will of the people

?

?

—

of it?
refusal of the Commons House to enquire
Walcheren and other expeditions of the same

The
into the

stamp

?

The

bills

of indemnity, no sooner asked for than

granted, to the Minister of the Crown, to shield him from
the consequences of repeated violations of the law

The

come Tax,

The
?

or the one which passed the

majority which absolved the

the single
trial

?

paltry majority which put an end to the In-

vote

which

sent

Corn

Duke

Bill

of

Lord Melville

?

York
to

?

his

— or the vne which, accidentally given, in conse-

quence of one of the Representatives of the People

—

u
escaping from a prison, defeated the project of taking
four thousand pounds a year out of the pockets of an

indignant and starving people, to augment the income
of the

Duke

of

Cumberland

Now

?

whether these projects were wise or not is
another question all I contend for at present is, that
they were all loudly remonstrated against by those who
lere

—

presumed

mons House,

to delegate the

that they

many

members

Com-

of the

of them received the ap-

probation of that House, while others were lost by

one or two, or very few, votes, an anomaly which could
never, by any possibility, occur, if the people were freely

and annually to choose those, whom the Constitution
intended should make their laws and assess their contributions.

On

the second head

I will ask you, not in

— The protection of property.

what you are pleased

to call ray

theoretical language, not in the phraseology of Jaco-

—but

—

words of Mr. Pitt "Whether, if
there had always been a House of Commons who were
binism

in the

the faithful stewards of the interests of their country
the diligent checks on the administration of the finances

ple

— the
— the

doomed

steady

and nninfluenced friends of the peo-

burthens which their constituents
could ever have

to endure,

See DebretCs Par.

are

now

been incurred

?'*

Register, v. 18, p. 49.

TORY.

me

to be essential to the well being

of every state,

that

should be united

;

property and political power
will also, perhaps, allow with

It appears to

you

me, that property should be the only basis of representation ; if so, then, it may often fall to the lot of
individuals to return members to Parliament as an
;

example, take the bonough of Midhurst, which

is

said

45
to consist of lSr7 acres of land, divided into 118 buf-

f^age tenures, the possessors of wljich formerly seat

two members to Parliament ; or what comes to the
same thiug-, two members were returned by that property.
And though the whole be now coaie into the
heads of a single person, yet as two members are still
returned by the same property, this principle of representation
is

c.

is

To shew

not deviated from.

that this

no refinement, I appeal to the Statute 12 Richard II.
12.
It was imagined that certain lands, which, when

—

in possession of coranioners, were

wont to be contributing to the expenses of knights of the shire, would
become exempt from that charge after they were purchased by noblemen. To obviate this mistake, this
statute enacted, " That the same lands should, not-

withstanding their alienation, contribute to the expenses of representation;" thus expressly declaring, that
the members were to be chosen by the land, whoever

might

/lold

it.'

Suppose

then, in this case, the

whole

property to be acquired by a single person, he has the
clear legal right of returning members, and if he is an
upright man, one who considers his right as a public

and employs it for the benefit of his country, no
complaint can, or ought to be made.

trust,

REFORMER.

With respect to what you say regarding the
borough of Midhurst, I answer, that though the right
of commoners, to send representatives to Parliament,
is
710

a fundamental principle of our Constitution, yet that
countenance is any where given to the doctrine that

the right of representation
different

is

capable of

locality.

Very

were the opinions of the advisers of James

I.

who commanded

the sheriffs to direct no writs to de-

cayed boroughs.

Very

different

was the opinion of

46

—

whom the law originated That members
Parliament should be elected By whom? The

those with

of

—

answer completes

You
own

tell

me

my

—

argument.

that

the borough patron finds his

and reputa-

interest consulted in the patriotism,

tion,

and

abilities,

of the

member he

nominates.

—How

the patron, sometimes at least, finds his interest consulted in the disposal of seats,

explained by

is

Bub Doddington,

very satisfactorily

in his

Diary.

And

Doddington was a striking instance of your great
landholder, a great officer of state, eminent for his
knowledge, eloquence, and activity.
"I must think," said he, " that so much offered,
and so little asked, in such hands as theirs, (the Pelhams) and at a time when boroughs were a commodity
particularly markeiable, could not

fail

of at least re-

moving resentments, and obtaining pardon."
p. 257,

3d Edit.

^I

— See

believe (afterwards says this

Right Honourable borough-monger,) there were few
his majesty six members for nothing, p.
Again, " Mr. Pelham declared, that I had a

who could give
282.

good deal of marketable ware, and that if I would
empower him to offer all to the king without condihe would be answerable to bring the affair to a
good account." p. 308. Now what was this good

tions,

—

account?

A

the navy,

was the

place of great value, the treasurership of
price of his

members

— " Volgato

imperii arcano," as the philosophic historian

would

behold the cat out of the bag, as we should
familiarly exclaim. However, to be serious, what has
say

;

in

—

one instance,

may occur again what has happened
may occur in one thousand and it is

possibility

which wise and virtuous statesmen

occurred once,
this

—

ought to guard against.
It is not either always the patron's practice to

—
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dispose of his seats to his relatives or friends, or those

he can depend^— they are a commodity
— they are avowedly and repeatedly on sale
as open to
best bidder — the way, therefore,

whom

«])on

in

the market
to the

is

the monied adventurer, as to the English gentleman,

Mr. Pitt affirmed

in his

day, that " a Tartar Prince had

among tiie Commons

of Great Britain"
having thus an equal share with the county of Middlesex, and the cities of London and Westminster.
Now, what but a reform can shield us from a repetition of these attacks ? For the same inlet through which

eighty seats

the

rupees

of

Mahomet

Ali

Khan

agents into St. Stephen's Chapel,

your arguments
any intruder.

Now

are valid,

insinuated his

is still

ought not

to

open, and,

if

shut against

us suppose the last and only remaining
suppose the borough patrons actuated solely
by the purest and most laidivided love of the country
still, there are very forcible reasons why the power
should not be lodged where it is at present. Great

case

—

property

ment

let

let us

—

not

is

— the

always

coupled

with

sound judg-

(and the borough proprietors

best of us

are not exempt from the common failings ol humanity)
have our partialities. I do not wish to distress you on
we are treading on delicate ground but it
this head
must be obvious to you, that the common good can
never be secure in the disposal of the privileged few.

—

;

;

TORY.

What you
system

is

state

perfect;

is,

doubtless,

and even

this

an
evil,

evil

;

but no

perhaps,

is

men into
Parliament, as members for close boroughs, who could
not have found their way into the House of Commons

balanced by

tiie facility

of introducing great

through any other channel.

Recollect, that the great

48
Lord Chatham
Old Sarum.

himself,

was oace the Representative

for

REFORMER.

You

desire

ham was once

me

to bear in mind, that

Lord Chat-

the Representative of Old Sarum.

You

might too have called to my recollection, that Lord
Chatham was once a pensioner. If, however, we are
to infer the excellence of human institutions from the
great qualities of individuals who have occasionally
profited by them— ar bit rari/ power j even, and every
abomination, might find its apologists, since it is certain, that some of the most exalted characters we meet
with in the Roman history, were despotic monarchs
but the man who reasons thus partially, will be refuted
by the acknowledged tendency of absolute power to
debase and brutalize the human disposition and were
we to consult the long list of members who have
represented Old Sarum, a Chatham probably would
not occur more frequently than an Aurelitis in the
:

;

annals of imperial

Rome.
TORY.

I can only consider representation as a right, so
far as

it

contributes to the establishment of good laws,

or secures their just administration

pend upon the

these etfects de-

:

disposition, character,

the national councellors
persons be elected,

;

therefore,

what matters

it

and
if

abilities,

of

the properest

by whom they are

chosen ?

REFORMER.

Much
terso,

virtue in Touchstone's

to avail

Jiarticle

myself of

—IF ever

then

(to

IF

this little,

:

allow me,

e coti'

but very useful

use the emphatic language
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of Bishop Burnet,) ihe rotten part of the ConstUution,
the small boroughi>, have been wrought upon to choose
bad men IF p«^rsons the most unlikely, Irom the want
of the requisite qualificalions, to promote the public
interest
IF the brothers, and sons, and nephews,
and cousins, and dt?pendenls, and stewards, of bo-

—
—

rouj^h proprietors
thrilts,

— IF sportsmen merely,

and spead-

usurers," are in the daily

gamblers and

of procuring seats in the

House

the needy, and the worthless,

if

of

Commons

habit

—IF

pensioners, loan-job-

and contractors, have not seldom disgraced the
temple of legislation is it not a matter of the most

bers,

—

momentous urgency,

that the elective franchise slwuld

undergo a speedy and

To
election,,

who

effectual revision

?

estimate the value of the present system of

by your own standard, the character of those
is a " damning

are actually returned to parliament

proof'' that there

must be an inherent

vice in the struc-

ture of that body.

TORY.

I have one objection to Reform, on which I lay
It does not appear to me that any new

great stress

—

scheme promises to collect together more wisdom, or
to produce greater integrity, than the one now in use.
I intreat you duly to consider, that we have a House
of Commons composed of the most considerable landholders txwA merchants of the kingdom, with the heads
of the army, the nati/^ and the laze, the occupiers of
great offices in the state, with a variety of private individuals, eminent for their worth, talents, eloquence,

and

activity.

REFORMER.
This

is

a somewhat plausible argument; however,

as such doctrine

stijl

sounds grating

in the ears of

an

50
Englishman, you must prove
scribe to your doctrine
1st.

That superior

to

me, before I can sub-

:

talents

and integrity

fall

exclu-

sively to the share of the higher orders of society.

2d.

That honours and emoluments are not ensnaring,
and that personal obligations never warp the

3d.

That the people not being competent to choose
lit guardians for their liberties and property,

mind from

all

public duty.

the preventive regulations devised

by our

ancestors to guard the freedom, of election, even
the Bill of Rights itself, should be thrown into

the

lire as

waste paper and rubbish.

Besides, you don't seem to be aware, that, with
the single exception of merchants,

your imposing

Commons, holds equally
true when applied to the House of Lords. Now,
though great advantages may be gained to the mixed
description of the

House

of

nature of our government, by the introduction of a
patrician body to stand between the people and the
crown ; yet no man will advocate, surely, that it
would be safe or prudent to resign the interests of the

country entirely into their hands.

The English Constitution abhors the idea, else it
never would have instituted what Sir E. Coke (see
4th Ins. 11.) calls " General inquisitors of the realm ;
<*
*'

"

"

when

it

presumes

to receive their

commission from

— consult circa ardua regni — advise the crown to approve or controll the acts of
audit the public disministers — to enact laws —
bursements — and to assess the contributions of their
the people

to

to

its

to

"
" constituents."
By this arrangement absolutely prohibiting us
from believing, that any set of men, whatever their

*51

may

character

be, can

be entirely free from the

influ-

ence of corrupt and personal motives.
TORY.
I think that

you are rather too severe with the

tocracy of the country;
the appointment of

mons,

it

if

aris-

certain of the nobility hold

some part

of the

House

of

Com-

serves to maintain the balance between the two

branches of the legislature,

would wish

to see dissevered

which no good citizen
it tends to keep the go-

—

vernment in the House of Commons, in which, perhaps,
would not long continue to reside, if so powerful
and wealthy a part of the nation as the peerage, were
excluded from all share in the composition of it. But
I go still farther, and say, that there would be neither
Inconveniency or impropriety, if the king were at once
to nominate a limited number of his servants to seats

it

in parliament.

REFORMER.
If

it

'

be prudent for the commons to connive at

the interference of the lords of parliament in their
elections,

why do they disgrace and contradict themcommencement of every session, by

selves at the

gravely resolving " That such interference is a gross
" irrfringemerit of the rights and privileges of the com*'

mons

of Great Britain."

Impropriety!

—Why, even SamuelJohnson could

not defend this degradation of the representatives of
the people into the proxies of the peers.

" The usurpation of the nobility," said he, (if his
is to be believed) " for they apparently
usurp all the influence they gain by fraud and misrepresentation, I think it certainly iaa/i<^, perhaps your
» 2

biographer

—
53'
duty, to resist."
ii.

— See JohnsotCs Life

by Boswell, vol.

p. 472. 4to.

To

all,

however,

who

reflect that the value of

our

Constitution depends on preserving the equipoise be-

tween the three estates, the usurpations of the borough proprietors present ample grounds of alarm.
For the two branches of the legislature have not co-

They have distinct and discordant

ordinate functions.

upon

If there be points in the law
and custom of parliament better ascertained and of
greater importance than any other, they are

duties cast

1,

The

thein.

Commons

exclusive privilege of the

to

grant

supplies.

2

Their right, as the grand inquest of the nation,
to prefer articles of impeachment against state
criminals.

Now,

to

what end does

money

their proper house spurn

any shape from the people,
when sent back from the Lords' House, with amendments the most trivial if it be not as indispensable
every

biii taiiing

in

—

that they should not, by their agents below, be parties
to passing

money

And would

bills
it

?

not be a mockery of justice too

gross for aggravation,

if,

at

any time, a prisoner at

the bar of the high court of parliament could chal-

lenge his accusers

(the

commons)

they were appointed by his judges

Your

for the
?

cause that

(the lords.)

notion respecting the king nominating to

seats in parliament, hardly deserves a serious answer.

At once

the servant of the

tive of the people

— could

—

crown and the representa-

such men ever give an inis every member whom the

dependent vote ? Why
ardour of debate hurries into an inadvertent mention of
the king's name, instantly called to order ? but that,
from this quarter, solicitations wear the authority of

;
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commands.

They would assemble not

to deliberate,

but approve.

There is, believe me, no reconciling such discordant characters as the Courtier and the Paifiot J
TORY.

This maybe

You

things?

all

true

;

but how are you to improve

cannot deny that men are naturally cor-

how will you alter their
Commons, I conceive, is full

rupt

;

tuous as perhaps
limes

we

nature

ought to

it

?

The House

of

and

vir-

be, considering

the

as independent

live in.

REFORMER.
by way of argument, this indeed is a
you must allow me to say, one of those
assertions, which almost confounds one by its boldness, while it shocks one by its profligacy.
You tell
us, that we are too fastidious^ and that we require an
unattainable perfection
you openly and candidly, therefore, avow the existence of abuses, and manfully lay
the blame on the Constitution, which gives us laws
that we are unable to keep
and therefore, you very

Well

clencher

,•

!

it is,

—

;

make

wisely advise us not to

the attempt.

Corniptienf

you say, must exist, and that it is useless to resist it
you find it inconvenient for the cause of the system
you advocate, to attempt to elevate human nature
you consistently reduce the standard of moral excellence to meet your own ideas, and gravely assure us
;

that our legislators are sufficiently virtuous.

This

is,

however, a new

aera

we

live

in,

an age

of discovery, and you bid fair to cast an extraordinary
light

on moral science.

I shall conclude

my

observations to you on this

part of our subject by observing

—
3

that, to tell a

peo-

54
pie,

a rational people, that

Commons by

House of
buy their seats
day

into the

who
medium to diswho go down to Westmin-

there as a convenient

pose of their consciences,
ster

men who come

bribery and corruption,

after day, to vote as they are directed, to

up-

—

hold a borough patron's parliamentary influence to
tell a people that such men are as virtuous and honourable persons as they could find, if they were allowed to choose their own representatives, appears to be
as great an insult as ever was offered to any people ior

any age of the world.

DIALOGUE

III.

ON THE INFLUENCE OF THE CROWN

" Under

the present system,

no

HONEST MAN

MINISTER."—i»/r.

can continue

Pitfs Speech.

TORY.

you look too much on one
and forget, on the other,
to have considerable
crown
for
the
necessary
it
is
that
Were the meainfluence in the House of Commons.
It appears to

me

that

side of an important subject,

sures of government opposed from nothing but principle, government ought to have nothing but the rectitude of

its

it
but since oppofrom other motives, from faction, envy,

measures to support

sition springs

;

licentiousness, the secret pleasure of mortifying

the

great, or the hope of dispossessing them, the constant

willingness to question and to thwart whatever is proposed by another, the love of power, and the desire
of shewing

it,

&c. &c.

Government must possess

an wjiuevce to counteract these motives
not a

have

feirts

of the passions,

:

to produce,

but a neutrality:

iome weight to set the balance even.

It

it

may

must
there-
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fore, well

be doubted, whether you have taken a cor-

rect view of the subject,

and whether a complete repwould be useful, or even

resentation of the people
practicable.

We ought

remember, that, before the accesduring the reigns of his
three immediate predecessors, the government of
England was a government of force ; the king carried his measures by intimidation.
After the restoration, there succeeded in its place, and since the revolution has been methodically pursued, the milder and
sion of

James

to

at least

I.

more successful expedient of influence.
forget what passed between the loss of

Let us not
and the

terror

establishment of itijiumce.

REFORMER.

Were

it

not for the pernicious consequences,

it

would be amusing to contemplate, how imperceptibly
and plausibly mankind are beguiled by the power of
words. Thus practices, when branded as bribery and

made our ancestors start from their seats
with disgust and indignation but since this coarse
phraseology has passed away, the things themselves,
eorruption^

;

as

if

by the magic of sounds, seem to have lost their
under the polished name of

offensive properties, and,
injiuence, are

now

not only harmless but useful.

Let us, however, consider this matter a little
more " curiously ;" for when I founded my argument
on the written laws of the land, and on the principles avowed by the best authorities, I did not expect
to be answered only by hypothesis.
I began by stating
the sound reason and good policy upon which our
Constitution

is

which sanction
that the

founded

;

I

my statement,

common

then quoted the laws
and positively command

assent of the land shall be expressed

—
57
in parliament

and I complained of the

;

You

fact that these

men have bad
and mai/ probably obey them in the House
of Commons, and that, therefore, ministers ought to
have an illegal iirfiuence to counteract them. The first

laws are disregarded.

reply, that

passions,

supposition
iatives.

that the people will send had represent

is,

The

second, that ministers

may safelj/ be

trust-

Both these suppositions are contrary to reason, and set at nought the
For the people
interest of the parties concerned.

ed with a pozcer beyond the law.

have the strongest interest to send such representatives as will guard them against external danger and
domestic oppression
While ministers have a directly opposite interest

—
— to maintain

and

their pozcer

increase

their emoluments.

This permission too, to use an influence which
who hav-

the law forbids, you suppose given to men,

ing no bad passions, will not exceed their due bounds^
Of use their advantage to invade the people's rights,

but just employ the necessary corruption to " set the

balance even."
sible

of

!

Can you be

— Can you have

serious

It

?

impos-

is

forgotten what the experience

governments has taught you That the executive
must be bridled ?
But farther, in framing this hypothesis, you have

all

pozcer

grand maxim in politics, that the execupowers should be kept distinct.
Our Constitution gives to the king the whole executive power, with large prerogatives to maintain it and
to prevent the two houses of parliament from encroaching upon him, severe punishments are denounced

set aside the
tive

and

legislative

;

against

all

persons

who

shall even affirm,

*'

that both,

or either o( them, have, or hath, a legislative

without the king, (see 18 Car. II.

c. i.)

Thus

power

the king

has confirmed to him the third part of the legislative
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power, which you, however, say, is not enongh, and
you would establish a nezo Constitution, giving to the
king all the pozcer which has been tu/cen from the
people.

We

are told that danger would ensue from

form, because

it

has bepn

lence and ambition.

mad6

Re-

the cloak of turbu-

We

ask, in our turn, what is the
high descent of those parents of liberty and order,
" Influence and Virtual RepresentationT^ Are these im-

provements in the arts of government, to be traced to
the generous councils of enlightened senates and patriot

kings ?
Are they not rather the ignoble artifices
which a fugitive tyrant transplanted from a land of
slaves, to corrupt that liberty which his father's fate,
and his own experience, taught him he could not
openly subdue
Hear, however, what that great and good man
?

Liord Clarendon, that least exceptionable, perhaps, of

English ministers, says on

would not

let the

this

very subject

;

" For he

novel device of his contemporaries

to curb the free spirit of parliament, descend to posterity
I.

unattended by his exculpation."
arraigns " The chief men of the court, because they took mare pains to ingratiate themselves, than to advance the interest of their

He

And, instead of pressing what was
upon the strength of reason diiu\ policy,
as they had used to do, and by which the major
part of the house had usualli/ concurred zeitk
master.

desirable

them

—they now applied themselves with address

who had always frowardly opposed
whatever they thought would be grateful to the
king and desired rather to but/ their votes and
to those

;

concurrence^

ment,

by promises of reward and preferis the most dishonourable
and

(which

—
59
Par-

unthrifty hvokery that can be practised in

which, from this time, was much prac-

iiamerit,

and brought many

tised,

txil

things to pass,)

and im-

than to prevail upon those zceighty
portant arguments

See

the Life

himself
II.

v.

ii.

yi\\\c\\

of Lord Clarendon,

the lights

—

written

hj

285. 8vo.

p.

"Could we suppose"
ple)

would hear

(says Sir

William Tem-

" a body politic, formed perfect at

conception, or institution

;

yet

must

it

its first

fall into

decays, not only from the force of accidents,

but even from the very rust of time

duced

to its first principles,

oi great virtues or

severities.''''

Popular Discontents,
III. "

To

and

;

must be furbished up,

certain periods,

v.

i,

p.

at

or re-

by the appearance

— See the Essay on
251.

fol.

destroy British liberty with an army of

Britons,"

Lord Bolingbroke) "

(says

not

is

a measure so sure of success as some people

may

To

believe.

corrupt the pai'liament,

is

a slower, but might prove a more effectual

method and two or three hundred mercenaries
in the two house?, if they could be listed there,
would be more fatal to the Constitution than
ten times as many thousands in red and blue
;

out of them.

Parliaments are the true guardians

— For
stituted — This

of Liberty

this principally they

is

were

in-

the " principal article of that

great and noble trust, which the

collective

body

of the people reposes in the represent aiive.

But

then, no slavery can be so effectually fixed

and

brought upon us, as parliament arij
the corruption of parliament, and

shiver i/.

By

the absolute

influence of a king,

or his minister,

two houses, we return

into that state, ta secure

or the
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us from which parliaments were instituted, and
are really goverued by the arbitrary will of one

man

— our

whole Constitution

Many

solved.

is

at

once dis-

securities to liberty are pro-

vided but, the integrity which depends on the
freedom and independency of Parliament, is
If this
the key-atone which keeps all together.
be shaken, our Constitution totters if it be
:

:

quite removed, our Constitution falls into ruin.
That noble fabric, the pride of Britain, the

envy of her neighbours, raised by the labour
of so many centuries, repaired at the expence
of so many millions, and cemented by such
a profusion of blood

which was able

that noble fabric, I say,

:

to resist the united efforts of so

many races of giants, may be demolished by a
race of pigmies. The integrity of Parliament
is a kind of palladium, a tutelary goddess tha^
when once she is removed,
we may become the prey of any enemies."
IV. " There are men ready" (I know, says Lord
protects our state

;

Bolingbroke, again) " to
fluence they plead for,
the. hands of those

serves to

oil

is

tell

us that the in-

necessary to strengthen

who govern

;

that corruption

the wheels of government, and to

render the administration more smooth and easy!
Absurd and wicked triflers According to them,
!

our Constitution is no better than a jumble of
incompatible powers, which would separate and
fall to

pieces of themselves, unless restrained

and upheld by the honourable methods of
They would prove that
bribery and corruption.
our Constitution
ridiculousness

;

is

defective to a degree of

but the ridicule

as W€ll as the iniquity.

is all

their

own,
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" If there
it

is

a real deficiency of power in the Crown,
no doubt, to be supplied. The old

oujjht,

whimsies of

prerogative should not be renewed, but linsitations ought to be taken off, or
new powers given. The friends of liberty
acknowledge, that a balance of the powers,
divided

among

ihe three branches of the legisla-

ture, is essential to our Constitution,

cessary to support
therefore,

The

it.

would concur,

and ne-

friends of liberty,

at least to a certain

point, with the friends of the ministry

;

for the

former are friends to order, and enemies to
licence.
For decency's sake, therefore, let the
debate be put on the issue
Let it be such a
!

debate as freemen
ing

may avow without

To argue from

blush-

supposed deficiency
of power in the Crown, in favour of a scheme
of government repugnant to every law, human
and divine, is such an instance of abandoned
!

this

and villainous prostitution as the most corrupt
age never saw."
V. Again, Lord BoHngbroke says, " The design
of the revolution was not accomplished; the
benefit of it was not secured to us ; the just ex
«

pectations of the nation could not be answered,
unless ihe freedom of elections, and the frequency^ integrity,

were

and independency of Parliaments,
provided for. These are the

sufficiently

essentials of British liherti/ ! Defects in the other
parts of the Constitution never can be fatal, if
these are preserved entire ; but defects in these

will soon destroy the Constitution, though
every other part of it should be preserved.
However it happened, (see the next para-

graph,) the truth

and

notoriety of the fact oblig»

;

€2
us to

that these important

say,

conditions,

without which, liberty can never be secure,

were almost wholly neglected

at the revolution.

indeed, " That
and frequent ," but
such declarations, however solemnly made, if
they stand alone, are nothing better than pomp-

The

claim

of right

declares

elections ought to be free

ous

triffes,

productive of no good, but productive

of ill, as they serve to amuse mankind in j)oints
of the greatest importance, and wherein it concerns them most nearly, that they should neither be

amused not deceived."
XI.

— See

Dissert, on

Parties, Let.

VI.

"And now it
Commons had

appeared, that forward as the

been to declare the vacancy,

they were not altogether so forward to

fill

it

a transfer of the crown, unaccompanied with

any conditions in favour of the
whose name, and for whose sake,

subject,

in

had been
pretended that this great enterprise had been
undertaken and accomplished, was what they
were ashamed tojoin in. Partly, therefore, for
decency's sake, it may be presumed, and partly
it

form the concerts usual on such critical ocpostponed the consideration of
the Lords' message, and adjourned till the
This short interval, however, did
afternoon.
to

casions, they

not prove sufficient to complete those concerts

;

when, therefore, the House met again, the first
business they went upon, was to receive the
report of the committee appointed to draw up
the claims and demands of the subject under the
new settlement. This report was made by Sir
George Treby, and, by order, was divided into
tzi'o

branches, one declarator}/ of ancient rights,
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and

all the
of new laws
which were agreed to The
Lords' vote for filling* the Throne, was then
taken into conside«ation, and gave rise to a
warm, perplexed, and fruitless debate for so
many different notions were started, all were so
tenaciously maintained, and most of them were

one introductory

;

—

several articles of

;

so disagreeable to the

new

courtiery, that the

question was put to adjourn, and carried with-

out a division.
*'

This gave further time for new management one of
King James's prime advocates (see Great
:

Bntabi's Just Complaint) is express, that the
Prince'sent Lord Wharton to several Lords,

and Mr. Coulin to Seymour, Hambden, Boscawen, Powle, Swinfen, and other Commoners,
to let them know, that if the House insisted
so liiuch
on limitations, he would return
again, and leave them to the mercy of King
James.
"It is however certain, that when the House met
again the next day, and resumed the debate,
so much was said to shew the necessity of expediting the settlement, and so many members
appeared to be of opinion that expedition was
of more consequence than any thing else, that,
upon the issue, it was resolved, " That all such
heads as were introductory of new lazes should be
omitted.
And that only the Declaratory should
be connected with the Jntrument of Government,''^
which was in effect leaving the subject as much at
the mercy of the Prerogative as before y
See
Ralph'' s Hist, of England, v. ii. p, 52.
VH. " 1 shall grant" (said Lord Carteret, in 1740)
" that a perfect harmony between King and
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Parliament has always hitherto given weight

from whence
proceeded from the Par-

to the king's counsels abroad; but

did this proceed

}

It

liament speaking the language of the People;
for

ever a Parliament, by corruption or other

if

means, should begin to spaak the language of
minhtersy without regard to the sentiments of
People, a good harmony between King
and Parliament will then have no authority at
home and consequently, can have no luore effect abroad than a good harmony between the
King and his Ministers, I was going to say his
Footmen for a minister who is hated by the
people, is in a more precarious situation, and
must be more dependent, than any footman."
See Timherland, vol. vii. p. 472.
VIII. "Whoever understands the theory oftheEnglishCons^titution," (says Lord Chatham,.Jan. 22,
1770), " and will compare it with the practice,
must see at once how widely they differ. We
must reconcile them to each other, if we vWsh to
save the liberties of this country. We must reduce o^political practice as near as possible to
the

;

;

—

—

—

our political principles. The Constitution intended that there should be di permanent relation
between the CoJistitnent and Representative body

of the People.

now

Will any man affirm that that

is

is

preserved?

My

it is

destroy td.''''

*'

is

the fact, that that relation

Lords, it is not preserved,
The corruption of the People

the great ori-

ginal cause of the discontents of the People themselves, of the enterprises of the Crown, and the

notorious decay of the internal vigour of the

For this great evil, some immeremedy must be provided j and I confess,

Constitution.
diate
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my

Lords, 1 did hope, that his Majesty's
servants would not have suffered so uiauy years
of peace to elapse, without paying some attention to an object

interest us

some

w hich ought

I flattered

all,

engage and

to

myself I should see

thrown up in defence of the Consome impediment formed to stem the

barriers

stitution,

rapid progress of corruption.

—I doubt not

we

agree that something must he done. The
boroughs of this country have properly enough
all

been called the rotten parts of the Constitution.
I have lived in Cornwall, and without entering into an invidious particularity, have seen
enough to justify the appellation." " It is not

—

in the

dependent boroughs,

little

it is

in

the

great cities and counties, that the strength and

vigour of the Constitution reside*; and by them
alone, if an
will the

unhappy question should ever

arise,

Constitution be firmly and honestly

defended.

I

would increase that strength, beit the only security we have

cause I think

against the profligacy of the times, the corruption oi the people, and the ambition oftheCroxcn.''''

See Debrett,

vol. v.

p.

154-5, 162. 177, 355,

389.

IX. "

A borough,

which perhaps no man ever saw;"

(exclaimed this great man in another debate, J an.
14, 1766,) " this is what is called the rotten part

of the Constitution.
if it does not drop

It cannot continues, century;

must be amputated."
See Dcbrett, v. iv. 291.
X. " I know not how it is," (said Lord Chatham)
" there is "a modesty in this house, which does
oflfit it

not chuse to contradict a minister.

Even your

chair, Sir, looks too often toAvards St. James's.

E

s
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gentlemen would get the better of
If they do not, perhaps the collective body of the people may begin to abate
I wish that

this tijodesty.

of their respect
Debieft, vol.

the

i'or

iv. p.

Representative.^*

See

296.

XI. "1 wish the maxim of Machiavel," (" He who
would alter a government, and set up for himself, must wait till time has corrupted the mass,
and by degrees brought all into disorder,
which of necessity must happen, when it is not
purged and refined by the example of good men
and good laws that may reduce it to its Jirst
principles.''''

—

sop/a

MacJiiavelli

Livio,

Lib.

3,

" was followed, that of examining a
Constitution at certain periods, according to

Cap.

8.)

first principles
this would correct abuses
and supply delects. I wish the times would
bear it, and that men's minds were cool
enough to enter upon such a task, and that th«
Representative [body) authority of tliis kingdom
was more equally settled." See Lord Camden''

its

;

—

Speech

— Debrett,

vol. iv. p. 365.

XII. " Vv hatjl confess, was uppermost in my mind,"
(said Mr. Burke, on submitting to the House

Commons his plan for the better security of
the Independency of Parliament,) " what I bent
of

my mind to, was, the reCorrupt Influence, which is

the whole force of

duction of that

itself the perennial source

of all disorder, which

more than millions of
takes away all vigor from our arms
loads us

from our government
our councils."

rity

—and

all

debt,

—

all

'

which
autho-

wisdom from

"The Constitution of this country" (exclaimed
Sir G. Saville) " puts me in mind of an ancient

XIII.
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stately tree near

and

my

house, which, though

nppearance ^reen and flourishing^ without,
is yet ail rottenness and corruption within."
XIV. The Duke of Richuiond atfirnaed, " That
fifovernment was carried on solely hy means
That all test of pubo^ bribery and comiptioTi
lic conduct was laid aside, which depended
upon freedom of thought, or freedom of acting.
to all

—

hidiscriniinate support ministers received,
whatever measures they thought proper to
propose, though ever so ruinous and destructive,
furnished daily proofs of it and nothiug but

The
to

—

the personal virtue of the Sovereign prevented
this

country from a total

Almou.

12.

vol', vii.

loiss

3.— x.

XV. The Duke of Grafton

See

of liberty."

36-7.

contended,

"The

Parlia-

—they assented to every
thing ministers proposed — they reposed an unment was

See

confidence in their assurances."

limited

J/mon.

led blindfold

X.

17.— X.

28,

XVI. Lord Shelburne condemns, in the strongest
language, " The shameful subserviency of ParSee Almon. x. 291-2.
" That before this country or

liament.'"

He

declares,

stitution is recovered, that

be

new

modelled.

It

its

Con-

corrupt house must

at present (An. 1778)

is

the source of all corruption and misfortunes : and
if all other means should fail, The people zvill

probably

rise,

representatives

Soon

and drag their cornipt and venal
from their seats."

after he calls

them

— " The

servile follozeers

of

the Minister, ready to obey every mandate he
thinks proper to issue

the deepest

and

;

totally

dirtiest zcays

lost to every sense of their

E 2

immersed

of corruption,

in

and

own duty, and Const i-

—
6S
tutional importance in the state."

See Almon.

X. 392, 394.

XVII. When

to these authorities

brated motion of Mr.

Dunning

Crown had

fluence of the

we add

the cele-

—" That the

in-

increased, was in-

creasing, and ought to be diminished."

The

prophetic exclamation of Lord Chatham, May-,

1771,

way."

*'

That our whole Constitution

The

is

declaration of his son, p. 23.

giving

The

eloquent and luminous appeals of Lord Grey ;
and the solemn declaration of Mr. Fox, April,

" That Corruption and Patronage had
overspread the land that the King's name was
frequently prostituted by his ministers, and that
majorities were found to support the worst mea1777,

—

sures with as

much

is

alacrity as the

best.'''*

these warnings, no

If, I say, after all

amendment

called for by the people, or effected by their

rulers, what can the reflecting mind do, but
ponder in silence upon the inevitable consequences of things and in sorrow exclaim,
;

" Venit samma

dies, et ineluctabUe tenipus

Dardanite."

Virgil.

Thus, your hope to neutralize the acid of democracy with the alkali of influence, must for ever vanish.
The new philosophy (" The balance of the Constitution

" The

transferred to

the

House

of

Commons"

certain proportion of the injiuence of the Crozcuy

advantageously, though somewhat irregularly, mingled

with \hQ Representation of the People:'''') is a phantom.
The law knows no such balance the lazo connives
at no such influence

means

—rejecting

—

—

it

seeks

its

virtuous end

by virtuous

the empirical project of preserving

the balance of the Constitution

by an unlimited and
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which, therefore, must be

UUniitahle iafluence, (and

as iikel) to

d^otiuff.

that balance

muinUiiu

as to

it

it)

proceeds, by a well proportioned distribution of powers,

and the

to provide for the greatnessj^i the kin^,

of the people

;

carefully assigning

the governrpent

making each of

its

peculiar functions

safely

each estate of

to
;

and thus, by

thera a safc, because a legal and ac-

knowledged, counrerpoise

to the others,

out of materials apparently

c//scorf7««^,

a.

producing,

beautiful

and

and Order.

lutrmonious system of Liberty

TORY.

\ ou

mistake

me

;

the influence I advocate,

that which would bring
to knoxcledge

and

duty.

is

not

men to act in direct opposiiioa
I mean not to justiiy bribery,

My apology
which results from the

or any cldndesliiie rezrard or solicitation.
relates solely to that influence

public acceptance or expectation oi place or emolument.

REFORMER.
then, in your opinion, whatever doubts might
" The acceptance or expectation oi place or eniulitment,''^ make every thing plain and clear to the meanest

So

arise,

capacity.

— You

are

right,

"

Ibi fas,

ubi

plurima

merces.^''

" '\Vhat makes all doctrines plain and clear?
" About tsvo hundred pounds a year ;
" And that ^vbich m as proved true before,
" Prove false again? Two hundred more."

" Won't the mouey look like a bribe r" asks the
woman "If you receive the money

scrupulous Avaiting

;

beforehand," answers the reverend casuist,

be

logice

a bribe

;

but

if

you stay

will be only a grcr^2/fcY///o??."

till

"

it

will

afterwards,

it

Thus some consciences

are lulled; but though an advantageous appointment

c 3

;
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for a

member

hicle to

may

or his friend,

convey a reward

be a more

deceyii

rc-

for parliaYnentary services,

after all, disguise the poison as you please, what
a place with a su/an/, but a standing bribe? In my

stilJ,

is

eyes, he who receives a sum at once, appears less
dangerous, than he whose continuance iji office depends upon his vote. The poor creature, " whose

poverty, but not his will," consents to take a bribe for
his suffrage,
ber,

who,

is

less criminal

commanding

vilely hires

all

than the worthless
the

necessaries

out his vote for the emoluments of

and turns a traitor to his country, that he may
luxury and extravagance.

mem-

of

life,

office,

riot in

—

In answer to the first part of your argument Can
you suppose that those persons would mt act " in deliberate opposif.ion to

you esteem dead

to

all

knowledge and duty," whom
the compunctions of shame

as so little regarding the national welfare, that, if not
influenced by " views of interest," they would, at
least, obstruct the conduct of public affairs by a wan-

ton and perverse opposition

Put no man's

?

interest in the balance

duty, is the deduction from experience.

struggle between them,

it

is

against his

For,

in the
not uncharitable to pre-

sume, that the former will be triumphant.

The

inspired Law-giver

of the

Jews long ago

told us, " T/iai a gift doth blind the eyes of the wise,

and pervert the words of the righteous."

And my Lord

Bacon, who professed " never to
let injustice go scott free"—
Lord Bacon, the wisest of mankind, who descended
from the judgment seat, convicted of corruption and
covered with ignominy, is hold out to us as an eversell justice,

but never to

lasting warning, that if ever

we

capitulate with

our

—
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duty, ouv firmest resolutions will be confounded and

overpowered.
I

ag^ainst

have already given you some able opinions
your doctrine, I will now shew you that the

"voice of history

is

also in

my

favour.

Peruse the eventful period from the compulsory

James

abdication of

II. to the elevation of the

House

Brunswick; when parliaments had nothiOj^ to
dread and nothing to expect from the agents o'l the
executive government when the effervescence attendant on all revolutions, was far from subsided
and moreover, when numbers of the men were yet
alive, who cherished a fond remembrance of the
" good old cause." Lest I should trespass too far
on your time, I shall select my proofs from the reign
of William III.
I. If William III. then, I say, who had not influence sufficient in parliament to carry his ozcii

of

•

—

j)ersonal

II. If he

measures

who was

;

ten years in

getting a

upon him for life;
III. If he who was compelled

civil list

settled

made
away

to revoke a s^rant

and to send
Dutchmen, " The companions of his victories"
whom he more
than once importuned the House of Commons
to suffer him to retain
IV. If he who was not always soothed by flattery,
to his favourite

Bentinck

;

a regiment of

—

;

but

much

oftener mortified by the language of

and remonstrance ;
V. If he who, devoid of all prior claim, had the
diadem placed upon his brow, upon certain
expostulation

terms, imposed

If he,

if

bij his

people;

William III. with

all

these disadvan-

tages, sate securely on his throne, I say, you insuU/>nr
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First Magistrate, by sending abroad

undue
he

injiue/tcs is

cannot
the

TV'hich

necessary

exercise

high

the

an idea, that

by maintaining, that

;

prerogatives

Constitution has invested him,

and

bribing

now

the

corrupting

Representatives

with

without
of

his

Peop/e.

To

hoar yqu argue, one might suppose, that an
parliament was one of the severest visi-

independent

tations of Providence.

Whether the business of the
case

the iiiduenee

"vvould

of

the

be embarrassed

British Empire, in

Crown were

with

endless

abolished,

difficulty

and

contention, remains to be proved.

What

has already happened in consequence of

the facile ductility of temper characteristic of

parliaments,

Of one

is

thing

too well

known

we might

to

be satisfied

representatives of independent electors

don us

modern

need any comment.

—the

independent

would never aban-

to the pique of a Icings or the ambition of his

minister.

Under
secure.
not,

the present system,

What

we

are not quite so

surety have we, that a faction

may

one day or other, gain a complete ascendency

in public affairs,

and the personal aggrandizement of

a

be set

cabinet

cabal

before

the

safety

of

the

Empire ?
Suppose an imperative influence should quash,
by the "previous question, every attempt at enquiry ;
Does not responsibility sink, to an empty sound,
whenever parliament is prompt to suspend, on confidence, its capacity of superintendence and control?

—

DIALOGUE
On

**

Let

me

the

see

Danger of

some more

tliat's certain

I tell

you,

pluck

this

;

'tis

IV.

INNOVATION-^ Conclimon.

The purpose you undertake
dangerous to take a cold

—

my LORD FOOL, out of this
flower, SAFETY. "—Firsi Part

is

dangerous.

to sleep

nettle,

—

to drink

Why
;

but

DANGER, we

of Henry IV. Act

%

Sc. 3.

TORY.

You press me hard, I confess. Let us however
consider the matter in another point of view Suppose
:

change promised some benefit, and that there
was a hope that the legislature might be prevailed
ujpon to sanction it
would it be safe to make the atThis is a question well worthy of consideratempt
To innovate upon the established custom and
tion.
practice of a government is always dangerous.
You
procure the adoption of some measure, which
appears moderate and reasonable, but which, from its
novelty, ill assorts with what you leave behind meanwhile, the love of change takes hold of the popular
feeling the torrent sweeps wildly on, and destroys
every thing before it; a state of anarchy and bloodthat a

;

?

;

—
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shod ensues, and no law can be enforced or established
but by a military despotisu!. Witness the Enfjlish

Rebelhon, which led to the execution oi' Charles I.
Witness the still greater horrors of the French Revolution, ending- in the tyranny of Bonaparte.
In both
cases, the contest was begun moderately, by men
eminent for their patriotism and integrity but they
could not guide the tempest they had raised, and all
perished in the general hurricane. Let us therefore
be warned by their example, and carefully guard
against every thing (See Lord Selkirk's Pamplilet)
which can tend to make the people despise their old
;

habits of obedience to their government, from which
fatal

ing

source might flow a train of circumstances end-

in the

wreck of every vestige of ireedora.
statesman would subvert long settled

What

rules

of representation without a prospect of gaining wiser

or better representatives

?

Since

it is

not quite clear,

were the choice of their representatives left to the
people, that they would select members to whom the
aflfairs

of the country could be safely confided.

REFORMER.

Yours

is

of friendship.
is

the blindness, believe me, not the fidelity

The danger lies on

the other side.

There

danger, great and imminent danger, in rulers of a

nation hearing the call for reform with averted ears.

That stubborn selfishness, which relies on the strong
arm of power to bear out its hateful usurpations, may
endanger the peace and happiness of a country. But
the affections of the

before concessions

human

irritate, or

heart must be inverted

a redress of

ances excite public discontent.

jjublic griev^

If salutary truths be

scorned on the one hand, extravagant projects will be
indulged on the other, by ardent and inconsiderate

;
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tempers,

who

risk;

pursu6 their object at every

will

while milder dispositions, those

who

seek to ward

a

ofl*

national convulsion by timely reformation, leave in-

urge on that general dissatisfaction which conduct so insensate never fails to
provoke.
But I will pursue " the wisdom of timely
reform," no farther in words I hasten to lay before
you my canonical text.
" Early reformations," says Mr. Burke, " are
" amicable arrangements with a friend in power late
*' reformations are terms imposed upon a conquered
dignant enthusiasts

to

—

;

—

" enemy Early reformations are made in cool blood ;
" late reformations are made in a state of inflammation.
In that state of things the people see nothing in
" government that is respectable They see ihe abuser

*'

—
—

" but they will see nothing else They fall into the
" temper of a furious populace, provoked at the disor" der of a house of ill fame they never attempt to
" correct they go to v^ork the shortest way they

—

—

" abate the nuisance;

hvit

—

they pull down the Housed

—

See Speech on Reform, Fiorks, v. ii. p. 189.
But whence, let me ask you, this new doctrine,
that useful institutions are to be sustained by evils
and abuses ? That the strong fabric of the British
Constitution, built upon common consent, is, nevertheless, composed of materials so frail, that we cannot
repair the dilapidations which time and cunning have
conspired to

The

make

accusation

it,

without shaking

of not

knowing where

in

it

to pieces

to

stop,

?

is

a harmless shaft aimed at the advocates of Reform
doctrines and wishes are bounded by the
" Higher," as Sir F. Burdett said, " they do not
lower they cannot descend."
aspire
The English Rebellion is an adverse example, quite

for

their

law.

;

inapplicable.

The Court had

a

character entirely

different, so Lad the House of Commons.
The people
were comparatively ij^norant they were provoked by
a capricious despotism— they were blinded by the most
abominable fanaticism.
Still less can the French Revolution be urged as an
example. They had been governed by the srcord, and
only knew how to resist by violence. They had no
laze, no ancient Constitution, the pToud legacy of their
;

.

forefathers, to appeal to.

They were misled by metaand imaginary good. We bow to the accumuzcisdom and experience of ages.
When they had

physics
lated

curbed their old government, they had a i)ew one to

make when we get rid of our " virtual
me shall fall into the old current, and
;

at

represent a( ion,''
feel ourselves

home again.

It has been the invariable policy of a certain
party in this country, to represent the French Revolution,

as

and

all

the mischievous effects resulting from

the consequence of attempts at

reform.

It

it,

is,

however, a truth that cannot be too deeply impressed
on the minds of sovereigns and nations, that the
French Revolution itself, had its origin in the want of
a timely reform, in the delay of reform till it came
with a vengeanee.
But, why talk of innovation, and the evils which
Is not every new law an innovation ?
result from it ?
Without innovation would there ever have been any
law at all ? " Morosa vnorum retentio, res turhulenta

And when evils are acknowledged
est, ague ac novitas.^''
and felt, it would be madness to refrain from remedying them because the remedy would be an innovation
on the bad practice.
•Events, however,

incomparably more replete
with seeming danger than any abolition of the depopulated and venal boroughs, demonstrate, that any

.
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alterations in the state, which the majority of
the
nation approves, are not really dangerous.
I. What say you, for instance, of our enoancipation

from the Feudal system
vatioiir— hut

was

?

That was an

inno-

not a measure of incalculable
benefit to the people of England ?
The feudal
tenures once formed an essential part of our
political frame,

deprecated

it

and the

with

them was
Happily for us,

abolition of

violence.

however, at that time declamation did not pass
for argument, or assertion for proof— I say,
happily for us; because, if that measure of
reform had not then been adopted, and had now
been proposed, what an uproar we should

•

have had among our Lords and our Lordlwgs,
in defence of their favourite privileges, which
they would represent as the inherent and imprescriptibk hirth-right of Englishmen, and
the abrogation of which would involve the
dowrifal of our glorious Constitution.
In short,

we
all

should hear, only with more of plausibility,
the arguments which have been urged

—

against the dangerous measure of Reform
every one of which would be equally applica-

ble, if employed in resisting the abolition
of
•vilknage itself \ which, but for the practice
of

Reform^ would

still

be an integral part of the

British Constitution
II.

Not

to speak of the Reformation in Religion in

the 16th

1688,

century— was not our Revolution

of

a most

remarkable instance of great
innovations heing practicable? On that occasion,

the executive branch of government ; that part
of it which alone is armed with power to
repress turbulence and disorder ;* upon which
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minds of some men, depend

alone, in the

all

our useful habits of obedience; had become so
corrupt and tyrannical, that it was evident

men, that they must either be slaves, or
a Reform. In this crisis our ancestors
did not hesitate
they removed what has been

to all

effect

;

called the key-stone of the arch of our social

compact; they continued at the same time their
ancient habits of obedience to their Constitu-

and the vacancy to the Throne was^jecrceand deliberately/ filled.
The same spirit remains the Constitution the
whole Constitution! and nothing but the Constitution
bounds the Reformer's wishes. " He
desires not to innovate"
"to change foundations" *' to touch the ark"
" to cast the
frame anew" but he knows it is his duty, and
tion,

abli/

!

!

!

—

—

—

—

he will endeavour to practise

And

"

When

"

To

never

it

—

viz.

ancient fabrics nod and threat to

fall,

patch their flaws and buttress up the wall."

let it

—never

be said

let it

be pretended^

that the patriotism which sustained the peace

and

tranquillity of the country during the sus-

pension of

all

the restraint of power,

is

unable

when all power is abridgexecutive power remains in all

to preserve the same,

ed

—when

its

the

vigour, and the only change proposed

amend

is

io

the state of the Representation.

What were the Acts of Union with Scotland
and Ireland, hni great innovations?
the first. The Union with Scotland, 5 Anne, c. 8.
The whole government of Scotland was sub-

III.

By

—

—

The members
who had been used to

verted

of the old Aristocracy,
exercise political

power

—
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iu their orcn persons^

were reduced

sity of delegating that

power

to the neces-

to a part of their

own body.
The Royal Burgs, which had

been accustomed each
one member to Parliament, were

send

to

obliged to club four or five together to send

Some were deprived

one.

of

three-fourlhs^

others of four -fifths^ of their elective franchises.

IV,

By

the latter, the

iii.

c.

also

Union with Ireland, 40. G.
Government of Ireland was
subverted, and still greater liberties were
69.

— The

taken with the Representation

which had

sent

members

to

— Some

places

Parliament, were

actually forbidden

to send any more
and
were imposed upon any persons
v/ho should presume to take part in an election
in such places.
I give no opinion on the policy of these measures
:

severe penalties

mention them to shew, that there are
IMPORTANT INNOVATIONS which are not feared.
V. In the years 1543 and 1672, this great principle was recognized.
In the former year, the
I only

inhabitants of the county and city of Chester
complained that they were bound by acts of
Parliament, though they sent no members and
;

that they had in consequence suffered
their property, persons, and liberty.

In the

latter year,

much

in

a similar complaint was made by
Durham. In both cases

the city and county of

the true and Constitutional corrective was applied
nobody urged the absurdity of virtual

—

Representation.

Acts of Parliament were passed
and Durham to send mem-

to enable Chester

bers to Parliament, and no mischief attended
the remedy.— See 34 Hcd. VIII. c. 13.— 25

Car.

ii.

c.

9.

——
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VI. But, to speak from actual and modern " experiment ," even in the present reign a similar reform has been effected. The greatest corruption was proved to have taken place at Shoreham, Cricklade, and Aylesbury. What was

done ? The freeholders of the circumjacent
hundreds were summoned to their poll booth.'
Not a whisper of complaint was heard against
the procedure— not the slightest appearance of
See 11 G. III. c. 55.
danger has arisen
11. G. III.
44. G. III. c. GO.
You seem disposed to defend the present practice
of the Constitution on the score of Custom and Use;
but that you cannot do a custom, to be valid, in our
Law, must be
'

!

c—

—

1.

Reasonable in

2.

Must have been used from time immemoiial;
Must be Pro Bono Publico;
Must not be contrary to Law;
Must never have been contested.

3.
4.

5.

Now

itself;

the present state of our Representation

—has

reasonable in itself

times

—

is

against the Public

and has been always

You

caution

—

Good

me

You

— The

is

—

contrary to Law

against subverting the settled
;

allow

me to

I bear these rules not only due,
respect.

un-

contested!

Representation

rules of

is

been introduced in modern

difference

assure you, that

but the profoundest

between us

is

only this

admire the present practice.

I venerate the Con-

some

fanciful virtuoso, in

stitution itself.

Y'ou, like

whose eyes an antique statue advances in proportion
to the injuries it has received from the hand of violence or time
dote on the wrinkles, which you fancy it

—

would
move.

beauty of the Constitution lo reI too venerate the age of Parliament; but

disfigure the

m
'would infuse into

its

debilitated frame,

the bloom and vigour of youth.

Every

a portion of

vrell-

wisher to

Parliamentary Reform has to regret the departure from
many good old ruJes, and the substitution of their reverse.
I.

It

was the wholesome usage of former times

for

the Parliamentary delegates to be paid, to receive a pecuniary remuneration for their labours in Parliament This rule has been quite
turned round
it has now grown up into an

—

;

avowed
seats,

practice for

— and wages,

ents, since

II.

members
at least

the days of

to

purchase their

from

their constitu^

Andrew Marvel, have

been received by none of the members.
In better days, the principle of assigning separate agents in legislation to districts, entitled to

them by their importance, was respected. Thus,
says Blackstone, " As towns increased in trade
and grew populous, they were admitted to a
share in the legislature."
See Com. vol. 1. p.
174. 8vo.

And

same reason, " Calais, when annexed to
of England, sent burgesses to
Westminster." See Whitelocke's Notes upon the
King's Writ for choosing Members of Parliament,
for the

the

2.

III.

Crown

359.

The

time has been, that sessional, not, as now,
septennial parliaments, were a " settled rule."

IV. That none

who were not inhabitants of the
place were eligible, was another early rule, and
one established by

positive statutes.
Now, not
only are electors non resident; but a member
may be ignorant where the corn fields lie for

which he serves.

F
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V.

And

lastly, there was another maxim which we
should do well to revive. When money was

taken from our forefathers, they

felt

some

alle-

viation of their additional burthens, in so far as
it

was a custom of Parliament, that a redress

of grievances and a

To

hand.

every

bill

went hand in
was tacked some

of supply

Money

bill

act favourable to the interests [and liberties of

the people.

— Of

accessions

late,

of influence

have been their only remuneration. "In the
olden time before us," the Exchequer had
no character to mark a million of money and
aids and subsidies were wrung with reluctant
murmurs from the parsimonious Commons.
But we have lived to see millions, and tens of
millions, voted in one session, and that even
sometimes without the poor formality of a di;

vision

You seem

!

to think, that

if

the choice of their repre-

sentatives were left to the people, they would

not
choose members to whom the aliairs of the country
could be safely confided. But, to qualify for attendance on public business, requires, in my opinion, no
The means to form
superlative powers of intellect.

a sound opinion on public transactions, are accessible
and what is the regulato the faculties of plain men
;

economy, or what the question of
a suflficient body of chosen Engthat
policy,
foreign
to decide ? The gift of oratory,
incompetent
lishmen are
are not always united
judgment,
of
and the faculty
who have long thought,
of
those
one
am
I
and I confess,
oftener
employedto fasis
eloquence
of
that the blaze

tion of domestic

:

cinate than to enlighten.
light of

common

To me

it

appears, that the

sense, shining in well iutentioned

and

^3
uninfluenced breasts, would be a sufficient, and the

mansion of Legislation.
"Let us suppose," says Swift, "five hundred men
mixed, in point of sense and honesty, as usually men
are in popular assemblies, and let us suppose these
safest,

men

guide

in the

—

debating, proposing, resolving, voting, accord-

ing to the mere natural notions of their

much

reason

own

little

or

and understanding." — " I do allow, that

abundance of abortive, ill digested, many pernicious
and foolish overtures, would arise and float a few miBenutes; but then they would die and disappear.
that
kind,
cause this must be said in behalf of human
common sense and plain reason, while men are disengaged from acquired opinions, will ever have some
general influence upon their minds ; whereas the species of vice and foil]/ are infinite, and so different in every
Individual, that they could never procure a jjiajorihj, if
other corruptions did not enter to pervert

standings and

misguide

Causes of the Dissensions

their

wills."

men's underSee Of the

m Athens and Rome,

ch. 5.

TORY.

What plan

of

Reform would you wish

to see a-

dopted ?

REFORMER.

Of all the plans I have ever seen, the one proposed by Sir F. Burdett appears to me the most eligible
and feasible
1st, Because it is the most simple one
;
and 2dly, Because it is the one the most agreeable to
:

the principles of the Constitution, rather, because it is
the Constitution itself:
1.
That all representation

—

should be merged

county elections.

—

2. That each
county should be divided into districts. That the
elections should begin and terminate in one and the

in

same day.— 4. That persons subject

—

to direct taxation

-

he the electors.

—

That the duration of parliaments

5.

should be annual.

TORY.

What

do you think of the plan of the Whigs ? The
number of decayed boroughs, and a transfer of their representation to such
towns as Maachester, Sheffield, &c.
disfranchisement of a certain

REFORMER.

The

Whiffs, for their disfranchisement, seemed io

imagine, that they were sanctioned by the Constitu-

Here

tion.

I conceive

error of all those

they were in an error, the

who search

for the principles of the

Constitution in the practice of parliament, where, toa
frequently, they are not to be found.

The

very term " disfranchising," as a feature in

me to be revolting ;
no measure, but what is consistent with justice, freedom, and common right.
But, in the scheme of the Whigs all is arbitrary
mere discretion, without any criterion oi justice, or any
Parliamentary Reform, appears to

we ought

to sanction

—

correct idea of equitable distribution or

How

we

common

right.

upon the boroughs to be
They talk of
disfranchised, or the number of them ?
but every man in a committee
30 such boroughs
miffht differ both as to situation and number.
Ajrain, if disfranchisement were the right way
of going to work, where is the borough that deserves
are

to agree

;

it

not

?

No

instead of disfranchising any,

r

it is

our duty

by merging them in the common mass
of county population, and then fairly dividing the

to reform

all,

counties into districts.

Then

as to the

in the transfer

?

towns

— which are

Have we

to be favoured

not here a most prolific

^

85
source of disagreements

end

The
still

— apples

of discord without

?

disfranchised boroughs of the

Whigs would

remain parts of their respective counties

but in

;

the counties they allow suffrage only \o fi'eeholders and
copyholders ; householders paying taxes in these reduced

boroughs, would, therefore, have no vote.
it

Now, surely

cannot be consonant to justice, to take away even

what a man has had the semblance of exercising, and
giving him nothing in return.

As
tial

is

taken of that

of the remaining boroughs, would

ment
this

as
is

many members

still

is

is

of essen-

—the smallest

send to parlia-

as the largest counties; surely

not agreeable to the idea of

surely this

when

which

to an equitable distrihutiony

importance, no notice

common

a bad basis for national

risht

—

But

liberty.

the population of the boroughs for elective pur-

poses shall be taken only as a part of counties, as in
the case of juries, the militia, &c. then an equal division removes

all

difficulty,

and practically gives us

the benefit of equal representation.

have now, I flatter myself, given a satisfactory
answer to all the objections you have urged against
Parliamentary Reform. Let me, before I take my
leave of you, exhort you well to consider the manly
declaration which the House of Commons (for a moI

its tone) made in an address to the
King.
" The King of England," said they, " cannot
have so perfect^ so honourable a security for every

ment recovering

thing that can

make a king

injluenced

truly great and truly happy
and natural support of an unand independent House of Commons." See

Commons

Journals, vol. 36, p. 923.

as in the genuine, free,

—

S6
TORY.

—

I think we have almost exhausted the subject; we
have acted, I trust, in our conference, as all persons
ought to do who are desirous of discussing a great

question

dispassionately

;

upon the decision

one,

which, the fate of our country seems so

much

of

to de-

I will certainly pay that attention to your arguments, which the earnestness with which you have
urged them demands at my hands ; and should I be
convinced by them, I will not, from any false sense of
shame, conceal from you the victory you have gained

pend.

over rae.

REFORMER.
I thank you for your candour and liberality.

I can-

not possibly expect more from you. If you should be
convinced, I should be happy, for my country's sake,
to

have made a convert; and

to agree with me, T trust

we

if

you should not be able
worse

shall not think the

of each other for the conversation that has passed be-

tween

us.

EDWARD

BAlifES, PKIlfTEB, LEEDS.

:M'

"^

